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Preface

F

estivals may have been invented to prevent us from losing sight of the larger
picture. The immensely rich heritage of
our culture, which the founding fathers
of the Salzburg Festival, Max Reinhardt, Hugo
von Hofmannsthal and their associates, left us to
foster and cultivate, seems to have multiplied in
a wondrous way, especially where it has been
thoroughly explored. Any survey of this cultural
heritage which pays attention not only to its
main highways, but also to byways and detours,
enriches the canon of repertoire.
And anyone reviewing the achievements of earlier generations in this field will find many a title
in the Salzburg Festival’s archived programmes
meriting renewed attention and discussion. In
2020 we celebrate the 100th anniversary of the
Salzburg Festival. In the spirit of comprehensive
preparation for this anniversary, last year Artistic Director Markus Hinterhäuser already began
examining the Festival’s history. After all, many
leading poets and composers wrote and composed especially for Salzburg. One of the programmer’s noblest tasks is to revisit the most

interesting of these Festival novelties years and
decades after their world premieres and to
ascertain what they, brand-new in the 1950s or
1960s, still have to say to us.
Thus, the Salzburg summers have long featured
Mozart next to Richard Strauss, classics of Greek
antiquity next to contemporary drama. In this
spirit, the 2018 programme juxtaposes a formerly controversial author such as Knut Hamsun with Kleist and Aeschylus, and mixes ‘Die
Zauberflöte’ and ‘Salome’ with the Russian high
romanticism of Tchaikovsky and pieces premiered in Salzburg in 1953 – by Gottfried von Einem
– and in 1966 – by Hans Werner Henze. In this
spirit, the tradition-steeped major symphonic
concerts and summit meetings of the foremost
interpreters of chamber music are complemented by series focusing on Galina Ustvolskaya and
Beat Furrer. The palette has never been so rich
and diverse, the challenges to artists and
audience never greater. Ladies and gentlemen,
we give you – the Salzburg Festival.
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Festival Artistic Director Markus Hinterhäuser about power without
a system and art as the geography of our existence.
Interview: Anne-Catherine Simon, Translation: David Tushingham
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“A ‘Salome’ without a drop of
blood – that’s amazing!”

Markus Hinterhäuser:“We have to
question works over and over again.”

The festival programme is held together by a common thread.
How do you manage to find that?
The density and heterogeneity of the events that make up the festival give it a highly individual dimension with the widest range of
expectations and needs. This vast system also has to be organized in terms of communication – for which you have to think very
precisely. What does it mean when we produce six operas, when
we do 90 concerts, when we’ve got five theatre premieres, and all
kinds of additional events and a dozen venues? How do you bring
all that together? I see this as another artistic task and for me art
is impossible without form. Other people might be able to leave
things to chance but not me. And I also have to know why I’m
doing something. If I haven’t sorted out the why for myself then I
can’t find an answer to the question of how. The essential, most
enduring artistic expressions form the geography of our existence and can always be seen in a broader context. Nothing
comes from nothing.
Strategies of Power was the theme in 2017, this year it is Passion. That’s not so far away from 2017, where Shostakovich’s
‘Lady Macbeth of Mtsensk’ and Wedekind’s ‘Lulu’ for example
were also about power in relationships, the “battle of the sexes”
you could might it…
2017 was about strategies of power, the mechanics of power, excesses of power. If you are
going to engage with that theme then you also
have to think about power systems. But there
are also forms of power that don’t belong in any
system, that are much harder to control or to
tame, that are tied to emotion, passion and
obsession, to things that are uncontrollable.
Richard Strauss’ ‘Salome’ is the story of an
obsession that goes to the very boundaries of what is acceptable.
Tchaikovsky’s ‘Queen of Spades’ is ultimately another story of
destructive submission and Hans Werner Henze’s ‘The Bassarids’
tells of nothing less than the victory of the irrational over reason,
one might also call it hedonism’s conquest of power. Monteverdi’s ‘Poppea’, too, as Harnoncourt already pointed out, is a deeply
amoral story.
In 2017 Mozart had delivered a positive work that contrasted
with all the impositions of power: ‘La clemenza di Tito’ celebrates forgiveness. Is it possible to see a similar example of programming by placing ‘Die Zauberflöte’ at the beginning of this
summer’s programme?
For me ‘Die Zauberflöte’ points a microscope at all the issues that
can be found elsewhere. The miracle that Mozart achieves is in
creating a utopian balance between all the antagonisms, all the

extreme tensions that are present. Though Mozart’s utopia has
nothing at all to do with rendering anything harmless. It’s much
more connected to what the English call the “Age of Enlightenment”: the theme that writer and historian Philipp Blom will talk
about in his opening address to this year’s festival.
To what do extent do you think that the effectiveness of art is
due to its direct contemporary nature?
I don’t think simplistic contemporary equivalents do any good at
all. What image will a director find for the moment in ‘Salome’
when Jochanaan’s head is brought in? A moment that to this day
and perhaps especially today remains incomparably shocking. If
the director of ‘Salome’, Romeo Castellucci, now says: I’d like to
make a Salome without a drop of blood – then I think that’s absolutely amazing because then he avoids everything overt. The
great ideas in art don’t fit simplistic contemporary references,
though a revival that is purely backward-looking isn’t going to do
anything for me either. It is an undertaking whose aim I would
find too modest. I firmly believe that we have to question great
works over and over again, we have to investigate them for what
we now find essential. The breath and vitality of great art comes
from this constant new scrutiny. Ultimately it is about something
that Flaubert described as ‘L’Éducation Sentimentale’, educating
our hearts.
Greek tragedy is very prominent in both the
opera and theatre programmes, either directly
such as with ‘The Persians’ and also through
artists such as Kleist or Henze, who were inspired by ancient dramatists. Did your interest in
them come in a roundabout way through the
music?
No, it’s something I’ve been interested in for a
long time. Perhaps it’s connected to the fact that I’m increasingly
attracted to art as a continuum. Of course there are breaks, crises,
but still – it’s possible to arrange works from Euripides to Heiner
Müller in an intellectual choreography.
The Salzburg Festival has a number of initiatives for young
audiences, however, it is obvious that these are a minority in
Salzburg. Does this issue concern you, one which is also connected to the sustainability of the festival as an institution?
What we have to do in order to open Salzburg up to new audiences is something we are doing in terms of intensive youth projects. But in the long term I don’t think any institution, not even
the Salzburg Festival, is in a position to compensate for deficits in
society and a lack of thinking in terms of cultural policy. The
issue here is one of education systems, of a fundamental
approach to culture, of deeply political social phenomena. e

“Ultimately it is
about educating our
hearts.”
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Hugo von Hofmannsthal would only call
himself a “librettist” with a twinkle of the eye.

“Me thinks music and
words should go together”
World literature on the opera stage: when Oscar Wilde, Pushkin and Franz Kafka are
made librettists without asking – and writers send their composers off to the opera.
Text: Walter Weidringer, Translation: David Tushingham
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Oscar Wilde went down in operatic
history with the décadence of ‘Salome’.

N

o old-fashioned overture. Not even a brief prelude as they
have been called since Wagner. No more than a smooth
run of thirty-seconds by the clarinet opens Richard
Strauss’s ‘Salome’ from 1905 – a few upbeats, a compact
gesture like raising the curtain, and we are thrust straight into the
middle of a music drama in the modern style. The scale opens out
into an expressive, twisting motif that swings up again from C sharp
minor to C sharp major: “How beautiful Princess Salome is tonight!”
the soldier Narraboth exclaims. In the constantly growing harmonic light a shimmering and occasionally gently dissonant line rises
up from the second violins: in the space of a few seconds Strauss
has captured the gleam and shadows of a sultry moonlit night – and
at the same time begun an entirely new chapter in the history of
opera sung in the German language. Not because it focusses on a
femme fatale and pathologizes female sexuality: this was par for
the course during the fin de siècle, accompanied by a desire for
scandal and sensation on one hand and priggish outrage on the
other, and would continue to be the case later with Arnold Schönberg’s ‘Erwartung’ and Alban Berg’s ‘Lulu’. No: German literary
opera is what this iconic rising clarinet inaugurates.

vocabulary and a bold approach to both grammar and word order:
an idiom that was poetic but highly fictional. In the German opera
of the 19th century this distance from reality is allied to the language based on alliteration that Richard Wagner developed as his
own principal librettist for the ‘Ring des Nibelungen’ – and which
became the target of much mockery. The older internal forms within opera had been largely abandoned by then and transformed
into a continuous flow of speech and dialogue.

Poetic stage prose. One question that was therefore raised at the
beginning of the 20th century was: what kind of language is worthy
of opera, or fit for the task? In 1896 Oscar Wilde’s scandalous one
act play ‘Salomé’, written in French, was premiered in Paris – while
Wilde was still in prison sentenced to hard labour for homosexual
“indecency”: one of the causes of his tragic early death in 1900.
Hedwig Lachmann’s German translation of the play was published
the same year and the poet Anton Lindner drew the subject to
Richard Strauss’s attention, offering his own services as a librettist
along traditional lines. Strauss was immediately receptive, but
unwilling to commit himself to the attempted verse adaptation that
Lindner had sent him. When Strauss then saw Max Reinhardt’s production of the play in Berlin in 1902 (in front of an invited audience
only due to censorship), he had the brilliant
idea of doing away with all the unnecessary rhymes, getting hold of the play text himself, cutting it radically and intelligently and then
directly composing what was left. The freely flowing language no longer bound to any metric
rules and Wilde’s rather florid style impregnated with expansive metaphors ideally described
the apocalyptic mood of high culture in its final
throes of decadence – and fired up Strauss’ illustrative imagination both on a word to word
basis and overall. With ‘Salome’ he was now
able to find his own style of opera – and in its highly sensitive score
unfold the “nervous counterpoint” that in these early years of psychoanalysis ideally suited the events surrounding its dazzling yet
enigmatic title character, oscillating between virginal chastity,
erotic allure and deadly desire. At the same time the one act structure with a plot that unfolded as if in real time achieved an inescapable filmic power to which the symphonic interludes and the
dance also contributed.

The handy term ‘literary opera’. Of course this is a linguistic crutch
in writing musical history. No one is claiming
that until then composers had not availed themEventually Richard
selves of the best stories and writers world literature had to offer. They had already done this
Strauss had the
– not continuously, admittedly, but certainly on
brilliant idea of
a regular basis. The ancient myths, refined in
Ovid’s ‘Metamorphoses’, as well as expansive
composing the play
16th century epics such as Ludovico Ariosto’s
‘Orlando Furioso’ and Torquato Tasso’s ‘Jerusatext of ‘Salome’
lem Delivered’ provided the baroque period in
directly.
particular an enormous reservoir of stories.
Obviously these narrative texts had to be transposed into dialogues and monologues suitable for the theatre –
because the opera demanded both purposeful recitatives, in which
characters interacted and the plot was driven forward, and broad
reflective arias for the soloists with calculated affects which would
later turn increasingly into duets and ensembles. This was initially
accomplished by noble amateurs, then increasingly by experienced poets. In the 18th century Pietro Metastasio was their undisputed king. At the same time the pre-eminence of words over notes
was much discussed and even satirized on stage, for example
in1786 by Antonio Salieri. However in opera – as Mozart had ascerPredecessors and successors. This created a standard type for
tained five years earlier at the time of his ‘Entführung’, “poetry simliterary opera in German: a work of music theatre whose text
ply has to be an obedient daughter to the music because music prealready existed independently as a play of high quality. The princivails – and everything else is forgotten.”
ple was then brilliantly developed by Hugo von Hofmannsthal’s
‘Elektra’ and the collaboration that it launched between these two
artists was one of the most fascinating and productive in the entire
Stilted verse. In the time of Giuseppe Verdi, who was openly in
history of opera – although it was only with a certain painful irony
search of “new, magnificent, beautiful, varied and daring material”
that Hofmannsthal was willing to be credited as a “librettist”. Since
and found it in Victor Hugo, Lord Byron, Voltaire, Schiller and
then composers have repeatedly set great plays past and present –
Shakespeare, it was still true that librettists not only had to fulfil
and by no means all of them were as successful as Gottfried von
opera’s formal requirements but also the conventions of casting
Einem with his opera based on Georg Büchner’s ‘Dantons Tod’ at
and the demands of the censors. To do this the Italian writers in
the 1947 Salzburg Festival. In France Claude Debussy had preceded
particular turned out crafty verses using ever more highfaluting
Kultur spezial
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 n the Works of Alexander Pushkin
O
more than a dozen Russian operas
are based.

Franz Kafka‘snovel fragment ‘Der
Prozess’ was the starting point for
Gottfried von Einem’s composition.

Strauss by a few years: premiering ‘Pelléas et Melisande’ after the
symbolist drama by the subsequent Nobel Prize-winner Maurice
Maeterlinck in 1902. In Russia the first examples could be found as
early as the 1860s: Alexander Dargomyzhsky’s unfinished ‘Stone
Guest’ was based on Alexander Pushkin’s adaptation of Don Giovanni, while Modest Mussorgsky’s fragment ‘Marriage’ was taken
from the comedy by Nikolai Gogol.

Dramatizations. Taking a broader view, two other pieces in this
summer’s festival programme besides ‘Salome’ can be ascribed to
this genre, although their literary sources are prose works. In the
case of Pyotr Ilyich Tchaikovsky’s ‘Queen of Spades’ his brother
Modest had adapted Pushkin’s novella into an old-style libretto, for
Gottfried von Einem’s ‘Der Prozess’, first premiered in Salzburg in
1953, it was Einem’s former teacher, the composer Boris Blacher,
and the writer and director Heinz von Cramer, who took on the
challenge of recasting Franz Kafka’s fragment of
a novel into nine scenes. In both cases, at the
centre of the work is a lone character driven by
circumstances into a state of real and/or psychic crisis – and in each of them the music of the
past is also a factor. For Tchaikovsky this is the
officer Hermann, whose obsession with eliciting a mysterious old Countess’s knowledge of
the winning cards in a game of chance leads
both to her death and that of his beloved before
he takes his own life. For Einem it is the bank
clerk Josef K., who one day enters the clutches
of a surreal judicial system from which he cannot escape alive.
Modest’s transposition of the plot back from the 19th into the 18th
century played into the hands of his brother’s fondness for Mozart
and a form of rococo historicism: it enabled the composer to insert
various genre studies that made a significant contribution to the
works’ success. The fact that Einem, as one reviewer of the world
premiere put it, could not only employ “the musical vocabulary of
the present” but in numerous instances also added “a Strauss
phrase, a Pfitzner tone, even Puccini expressions” was something a
section of both press and public held against him.

ous borrowings. Einem himself seemed little bothered by these
Beckmessers: “the piece will still exist long after they are no longer
able to open their mouths,” he wrote. This can now be tested in
Salzburg in concert form. By contrast the new production of Hans
Werner Henze’s ‘The Bassarids’ which had its first ever performance at the festival in 1966, allows more than a re-acquaintance.
The pair of poets W. H. Auden and Chester Kallman were partners
in life and in art to whom Henze already owed the libretto for ‘Elegy
for Young Lovers’. Then, in 1962, they wanted Henze to tackle a
myth and suggested Euripides’ ‘The Bacchae’ as a suitable subject.
Though Auden sent the composer to sit through ‘Götterdämmerung’ at the Vienna State Opera, a work Henze had defiantly avoided until then – “out of shyness” he initially claimed, though in fact
it was because his relationship with Wagner had been impaired by
the Nazi period. “Auden sent Kallman to watch over me and make
sure I really did stay till the end,” Henze would later remark,
remembering this “harsh condition”. Though he had to admit: “Just
as Auden, the old and experienced pedagogue, had already guided
Stravinsky to the peak of classicism with his text for ‘The Rake’s
Progress’, he also wanted to force things out of me that he had
already sensed to some extent in other pieces of mine, such as my
Fifth Symphony for example: the way the music forgets itself in certain moments, the removal of any stylistic coating, the crude shamelessness of its musical statement.” The poet was using the Socratic method, as a midwife, deliberately giving the composer hints
and nudges…

Opera and symphony in one. By the end of August 1963 the two
authors had already completed the libretto: ‘The Bassarids’, an
ambitious poem waiting to be set to music. But Henze initially
recoiled from the task, wanted to equip himself for the demands of
a compositional marathon with a mythical subject: for example by
conducting the great symphonic works of the 19th century, scores
by Schubert, Brahms and Mahler. Once again
new literature could only be created by adapting the old. In ‘The Bassarids’, a one-act work
like ‘Salome’, but extended over a playing time
of two and a half hours, Henze moulds the complexity of the myth and the multiple relationships of the libretto into the form of a symphony, finding a common denominator between dramatic and absolute music. A sonata
movement provides the opening; next comes a
scherzo, according to Henze “a series of bacchanal dances with a quiet vocal ensemble as a
trio”; the third movement is an adagio with fugue interrupted by an
intermezzo, which represents the actual satyr play as a play within
a play; and then the finale, in the mood of Ash Wednesday, is a passacaglia. “Henze has the power to melt even what already exists
into his own creative imagination. No one today writes opera music
with such strong atmospheres and a hot, dramatic breath,” wrote
Wolfram Schwinger, a critic at the time of the world premiere and
subsequently Director of Stuttgart Opera. “It’s my view that we
have not yet reached the end of the path from Wagner’s ‘Tristan’ to
Mahler and Schönberg – and with the ‘Bassarids’ I have tried to follow it,” Henze explained. “I have no desire to forgo what the centuries deliver to us. On the contrary: ‘To inherit one also has to
understand: inheritance – that is what culture is.’ That was Thomas
Mann’s opinion and I am willing to subscribe to it.” e

With ‘The Bassarids’
Hans Werner Henze
steps further
down the path
of the modern
tradition.

More than one sense. This makes ‘Der Prozess’ a literary opera in
more than one sense as in its score the composer purseues the
musical line of his ancestors while also making a series of consci10
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Consistent
quality is an
absolute
standard
Festival President Helga Rabl-Stadler
in conversation about the past,
present and future.

The President knows: the festival is both
an artistic and an economic factor.
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Text: Wilhelm Sinkovicz, Translation: David Tushingham

T

his year Austria commemorates the centenary of Gottfried
von Einem. The Salzburg Festival is playing its part because
“this composer is part of festival history,” says Festival President Helga Rabl-Stadler: “the director Oscar Fritz Schuh
described the world premiere of ‘Dantons Tod’ in 1947 as the
rebirth of the Salzburg Festival through modern music theatre.”
As one of those in charge of artistic decision-making for the festival, Gottfried von Einem followed this by making a consistent effort
to feature contemporary music theatre in the summer programme.
His own work was by no means given priority, even if his second
opera, his setting of Kafka’s ‘Der Prozess’ would also receive its
first-ever staging in Salzburg in 1953. This work will be revived for
discussion in concert form at this year’s festival. Doing so is part of
an artistic strategy.
Here the President highlights one of Artistic Director Markus Hinterhäuser’s policies: “He believes in producing the great works of
the past in order to test what they have to say to us today. When I
think of the Kafka theme that Einem chose: of someone waking up
not knowing what the state has done to him, that, sadly, is the
unpleasant reality in many countries.”
Hinterhäuser’s critical inventory in advance of the festival’s centenary in 2020 also includes the new staged production of Hans Werner Henze’s ‘Bassarids’, a work that had its world premiere in Salzburg in 1966: “In this case,” the President explains, “one needs to
remember that at the time Henze had been depicted as a kind of
new Richard Strauss – which he did not want to be at all. The progressive faction found his music too backward-looking. It’s going to
be very exciting to hear what effect ‘The Bassarids’ has now. After all the libretto was written
by W.H. Auden, who also gave the Opening
Address at the festival in 1968.

inspiring. The audience and ultimately the critics then took a different view. In retrospect this Mozart anniversary was a thunderous
success. Ruzicka re-established the Salzburg Festival’s expertise in
performing Mozart.”

Responsibility in Mozart’s home. In 2020 the challenges lie elsewhere: “and we certainly won’t be relying comfortably on Salzburg’s
household gods Mozart and Richard Strauss. However logical it
might appear at first glance, that would contradict the much broader founding intention behind the festival. This was to have the
very best in both opera and theatre. Artistic quality was the founders’ real concept for the festival. And that gave and still does give
those of us who have been responsible for the festival since a freedom in programming that those in Bayreuth must occasionally
long for. However, this freedom can only dispel criticisms of inconsequence if the level of quality is maintained. Gluck’s ‘Orfeo ed
Euridice’, Verdi’s ‘Aida’ and Monteverdi’s ‘L’incoronazione di Poppea’: these works all belong in the programme in Salzburg. But
whether these masterpieces do justice to its founding concept
depends on the quality of the performances.”
It is not only in anniversary years that Salzburg’s festival makers
must bear in mind bear another aspect that the founding fathers
were the first to highlight and which consistently reminds us of the
role that art can play. “As well as quality, Reinhardt, Hofmannsthal
and Strauss were also determined to establish the ‘first project for
peace’ in Europe after the First World War – and at a point in time
when it still could not be foreseen when that war would be over
and how it would end. Reinhardt wrote his first
submission for approval to hold the festival in
1917,” Rabl-Stadler notes.
Matters of this kind are also important in shaping the awareness of the next generation: “We
are delighted with our youth projects, promoting young singers and young conductors – and
we want to expand these by 2020,” the President
promises, “and show as part of a year-round project with the schools and teachers that Mozart’s
home is aware of its responsibility.“
As a result of which it is worth keeping certain memories alive,
such as the circumstances of the first, so influential performance of
‘Jedermann’ in the Cathedral Square: “the first auditorium in 1920
was built using timber from a prisoner of war camp. During the war
this had housed 40,000 inmates – at a time when the city of Salzburg had a population of 37,000...”
The proceeds from those performances were donated to victims of
the war. “None of the artists asked to be paid,” says Helga Rabl-Stadler, “in keeping with Reinhardt’s idea of a peace festival. Nobody
had yet thought that the festival could also become a substantial
economic factor. Only Reinhardt, who was a clever tactician had
made positive economic arguments.”
These days the President finds herself “always rather oddly moved
that of all things I have to defend myself for the fact that we are not
only an artistic but also an economic engine powering an entire
region. Of course I know that profitability is not what justifies art.
But as Carl Zuckmayer pointed out so nicely: in Salzburg culture
also feeds people. We should be able to be glad about that!” e

Centenary:
The festival
continually draws on
its own history to
redefine itself.

An arc of history. The work is positioned in the
arc of an opera programme spanned between
the baroque and modern styles and a contemporary strand that Hinterhäuser has emphasised
strongly. “I am delighted,” Helga Rabl-Stadler
remarks, “that Markus Hinterhäuser obviously
has a knack for choosing composers: we couldn’t know that Beat
Furrer was going to win the Siemens Prize this year. But now he is
one of the contemporary composers whose work is profiled at the
2018 festival.” The President also thinks it important not to think
solely in terms of commissioning premieres: “I think it’s equally
important to reassess works from the recent past. In preparing for
the centenary year 2020, we also want to reflect our own history.”
The President is convinced that the centenary festival will be “more
difficult than the festival we produced in 2006 for the 250th anniversary of Mozart’s birth. Then we were rather like the Bayreuth
Festival, which has a clearly defined repertoire of works by Richard
Wagner.”
The same cannot be said of the Salzburg Festival. “On the contrary,”
says Helga Rabl-Stadler and remembers that even in 2006 the Artistic Director Peter Ruzicka’s concept was highly controversial: “at
least when the programme was announced. At that point a few
experts did not find the idea of performing all 22 of Mozart’s stage
works and nothing but 21st century music apart from that at all
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Myths, fairy-tales,
human desire
Four outstanding directors make their Festival opera debuts, interpreting works
spanning the past four centuries together with strong musical partners.
Text: Walter Weidringer, Translation: Alexa Nieschlag

Many wise experts in multiple disciplines have long wondered
whether it is true that Schikaneder was forced to change his concept half-way because Karl Marinelli, his competitor at the Leopoldstädter Theater, another suburban stage, showed the Punchand-Judy-like singspiel ‘Kaspar der Fagottist oder: Die Zauberzither’
(Kasper the Bassoonist or, The Magic Zither) in June 1791. The latter
was composed by the resident Kapellmeister Wenzel Müller, and
the librettist, the actor Joachim Perinet, drew upon the same
sources as Schikaneder, recounting the tale of a good fairy whose
daughter has been abducted by an evil sorcerer. A youth is chosen
to save her with the help of a magical zither and a companion, the
witty Kaspar and his bassoon. Imagine Schikaneder’s shock! To
avoid accusations of plagiarism, he is said to have been forced to
reverse his story: thus, the evil Sarastro became the good and wise
character we know today, and the loving, suffering mother of
Pamina, the Queen of the Night, the power-thirsty woman whose
plans and actions must be foiled.

Mozart understood women. At least that is the view of those critics
who consider the libretto of ‘Die Zauberflöte’ a hodgepodge, full of
inconsistencies: why do the three boys change sides? Why is the
way to the kingdom of the initiated blocked to Tamino, but open to
Papageno and even the Queen of the Night? Defenders of the work,
on the other hand – which have, in the past, included Goethe, Hegel
and Wagner, to name just the most prominent – argue that Mozart’s
music has ennobled all this, clearing up any contradictions on a
higher level accessible only to emotion, not reason. Thus, Richard
Wagner raved: “What divine enchantment fills this work, from
Power, sex and violence. In all these cases, this triad of power, sex
popular song to the most sublime hymn!” Only in recent years were
and violence which makes the myths so fascinating rings in our
attempts made to illuminate whether Mozart even implemented
ears. And even a story that is only 227 years old – in other words,
the above-mentioned plot reversal, or whether he might have stuck
relatively recent – namely Emanuel Schikaneder’s story of ‘Die Zauwith his own compositional intentions: after all,
berflöte’, which we consider suitable for chilnot only Pamina’s much-quoted aria ‘Ach, ich
dren, plays with mythical undertones: SchikaneIt is the nature of
fühl’s’ is written in the profoundly sorrowful key
der, that crafty, practical man of the theatre,
signature of death, G-minor, but also the lament
drew upon contemporary and (ostensibly, at
classics that we
of the Queen of the Night in Act I, which opens
least) ancient sources in order to tell a new variahave never mined
with the same descending notes – and there is
tion on the tale of the struggle between light and
no musical argument that might discredit this
darkness. It is a new variation that seems to have
their true depth,
mother’s pain. At the same time, as Ulrich
been around forever, featuring a mixture of folSchreiber and others point out, the verses of
kloric and esoteric elements clothed in fashionyet can never stop
Sarastro’s famous aria ‘In diesen heil’gen Hallen’
ably Egyptian colours and enriched with allusitrying.
lacks the differentiation which Mozart ascribes,
ons to Freemasonry that are more or less veiled.
14
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ore than anything else, it is the ancient stories we cannot get enough of. Some of them have been told for
half an eternity, handed down in ever-new variations
to suit their own times. More than 2,400 years ago, for
instance, the Greek poet Euripides entranced his audience with
tales of bloody revenge, winning awards at the time: in his tale, Dionysus, the god of wine, ritual madness and religious ecstasy, visits a
gruesome punishment on the non-believers who refuse to follow
his lusty, orgiastic cult. A story that takes us back to the dawning of
our civilization, when the struggle between intemperance and
order was not yet wholly decided. About 470 years later, scandal
broke out amidst the ruling dynasty of what was then the most
highly developed culture, the Roman Empire: Emperor Nero falsely claimed that his wife Octavia, who was popular among the
people, had an affair with a slave, in order to divorce her and marry
Poppea, then considered the most beautiful woman ever – a story
that might have been taken straight from the yellow press of our
own era. Almost at the same time, the Evangelists wrote about a
daughter of Herodias who, according to the Roman historiographer Flavius, was named Salome. Early Christian tradition has it
that she was responsible for the decapitation of St. John the Baptist,
as her dance made her stepfather Herod so mad with desire that he
promised to fulfil her every wish. Swayed by her mother, Salome
demanded the prophet’s head. It was only Oscar Wilde who transformed her into a femme fatale in her own right in his dramatic
play …

Lydia Steier gives us the
Three Boys’ perspective of
‘Die Zauberflöte’.

Mauro Peteras Tamino undergoes
the trials of the initiated, together
with…

... Christiane Karg as Pamina. Both
are among the best young Mozart
singers today.
Kultur spezial
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The versatile tenorJohn Daszak
sings the neurotic, libidinous
Herod.

Romeo Castellucci,a master
of daring counterpoint, stages
‘Salome’.

 s Salome, Princess of Judea,
A
Asmik Grigorian is the object of
his desire.

Director Jan Lauwersaccentuates
the timeless topicality of
Monteverdi’s opera.

Sonya Yonchevatransforms
herself into the beautiful and
unscrupulous Poppea.
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Kate Lindseyunites despotism
and beautiful sounds in the
trouser role of Nerone.

for example, to Osmin in ‘Die Entführung aus dem Serail’: the
“musical stature of this confessed proponent of humanity”, thus
Schreiber, is “suspiciously simple”. Together with the duet ‘Bewahret euch vor Weibertücken’, in which Mozart by no means wags an
admonishing finger, but sounds a winking, buffoonesque, perhaps
intentionally banal note, the score offers a far more differentiated
view. It suggests a kind of war of roses between Sarastro and the
Queen, in which blame cannot be clearly assigned. The fact that
Pamina joins Tamino in his trials and, at his side, is finally admitted
to the community at his side may have been a provocation even for
the most enlightened of the composer’s fellow Masons. Mozart,
after all, understood and championed women.

90 Years of ‘Die Zauberflöte’. Suburban comedy and philosophical drama, mechanical theatre and fairy-tale: the manner in which
the levels and elements of ‘Die Zauberflöte’ layer and intermingle is
itself the stuff of myths. Perhaps it is the most outstanding quality
of so-called classics that we are never done with them, have never
mined their true depth, yet can never stop trying – even and especially at the Salzburg Festival, which has long been accompanied by
its own myth, starting with its founding fathers, Max Reinhardt,
Richard Strauss and Hugo von Hofmannsthal. In 2020 the Festival
celebrates its first 100 years, but even today, ‘Die Zauberflöte’ has
had a 90-year presence in the Festival’s history: on August 18, 1928,
it was first performed here under Franz Schalk’s baton. Both Arturo
Toscanini and Wilhelm Furtwängler, the great antipodes of conducting in the first half of the 20th century, subsequently led it in
Salzburg – and in Toscanini’s 1937 version, a young Hungarian
named Georg Solti played the glockenspiel. In 1955 as well as in the
Mozart Years of 1956 and 1991, he stood on the conductor’s podium
himself… Many great names on stage and in the
pit followed, all the way to the indefatigable searcher Nikolaus Harnoncourt and his Concentus
Musicus, who had the courage to take an entirely
new look at the score in 2012.

story is set during the time shortly before the Festival’s founding:
after the dinner of a Viennese bourgeois family whom we meet
during the Overture, the Grandfather reads the children a bedtime
story. No one but Bruno Ganz takes on this role of the adult narrator, the “murmuring evocator of the past tense”, as Thomas Mann
once described this role. Matthias Goerne, who made his Festival
debut in 1997 as Papageno under Christoph von Dohnányi’s baton,
has grown into the role of Sarastro, which he embodies opposite
the Uzbek coloratura soprano Albina Shagimuratova as Queen of
the Night. Christiane Karg, Mauro Peter and Adam Plachetka, three
proponents of the younger generation in the Mozart fach who all
won previous accolades in Salzburg, sing the roles of Pamina,
Tamino and Papageno. Two years after Harnoncourt’s death, a conductor one might call one of his youngest heirs, steps onto the
podium: Constantinos Carydis, born in Greece in 1974, has the
reputation of bringing sharp-witted and fanatic attention to details
to his work, as well as enormous imagination regarding sound and
boundless verve – characteristics that won him the Carlos Kleiber
Prize of the Bavarian State Opera when it was first presented in
2011. One of the most intriguing questions of this Festival summer
is how Carydis and the Vienna Philharmonic will breathe new life
into the familiar score.

A ‘Salome’ without blood. Apart from Mozart, of course Richard
Strauss is one of the Vienna Philharmonic’s – and also Salzburg’s –
resident gods. Unlike ‘Die Zauberflöte’, however, whose coming
premiere marks the 222nd Festival performance of the work (not
counting children’s versions!), the new ‘Salome’ is only the third
production in its history – after eight evenings under Karajan in
1977/78 with the young Hildegard Behrens at the Großes Festspielhaus and another production under Dohnányi in
1992/93 at the Kleines Festspielhaus with the
duo of Catherine Malfitano and Bryn Terfel,
directed by Luc Bondy. (Incidentally, the Herodias at the time was Hanna Schwarz – who now
returns as the mysterious old Countess in Tchaikovsky’s ‘Queen of Spades’.)
One thing seems certain: in the hands of the
visionary director Romeo Castellucci, that master of daring, but equally intelligent and touchingly staged counterpoint, the result at the
Felsenreitschule will look different from ordinary productions. His interpretation of Gluck’s
‘Orfeo ed Euridice’ at the 2014 Wiener Festwochen, for example, is
unforgotten: in it, the comatose patient Karin Anna Giselbrecht
was broadcast via live video from her hospital bed – a distressingly
direct metaphor for the underworld. Castellucci has said that he
envisions a reduced, minimal ‘Salome’, affecting the audience
through what is left out rather than what is shown. Even blood is no
longer an essential symbol. “To me, theatre is a place for reflection,
for thought,” he once said in an interview. “I do not believe in pedagogical theatre which educates people. Each viewer is mature
enough to think for himself about what he has seen and heard. The
audience does not need to be educated. Nor should theatre offer
answers. Rather, it should ask questions. The ideal state is reached

Salome is both
object and subject
of desire:
Eros and Thanatos
embrace in her
dance.

Children as the point of departure. Leafing
through the Festival’s chronicles, we hear and
read the memories of those who were present at
the time; listening to its recordings, we revert to
great stories – hanging upon the lips of the ear
witnesses as we did when we were small, when
willing adults read us stories from thick books,
often the same stories over and over… This happy memory inspired
the American director Lydia Steier, who also studied voice and thus
knows the other side of her profession as well. In 2002 she arrived
in Berlin as a Fulbright Scholar, had her breakthrough in Weimar in
2009 with Busoni’s ‘Turandot’ combined with Leoncavallo’s ‘Pagliacci’, and in 2016 her production of Stockhausen’s ‘Donnerstag aus
LICHT’ was chosen as the Production of the Year by the German
magazine ‘Opernwelt’. For ‘Die Zauberflöte’, her central question
was: “How do you reconcile the two extremes: the child-like, fairytale aspect and the very adult one that points far beyond the fairytale?” Steier’s answer is to approach ‘Die Zauberflöte’ from a child’s
perspective – using the three boys as her point of departure. Her
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oh my life, my treasure.” The fact that Nerone and Poppea have literally walked over corpses in order to consummate their betrothal,
that the historical Emperor Nero supposedly kicked his second
wife, whom he was soon bored with, to death while she was pregnant, even that this finale (and other parts of the work) were probably written by one or more other composers, namely by Cavalli and
Sacrati – all that fades to insignificance in the face of these beatific
sounds. The enchantment of this 375-year-old music overcomes all
else. Jan Lauwers, on the other hand, will presumably ensure that
we do not forget the excesses of the ancient Romans all evening.
Among the quartet of Salzburg opera director debutantes, only he
has already worked for the Festival in the drama department,
directing the trilogy ‘Sad Face / Happy Face’ in 2008. “Lust for
power, intrigue, cruelty, brutality and manipulation triumph
before a backdrop of baroque beauty,” Lauwers’ dramaturge Elke
Janssens summarizes ‘Poppea’. This baroque beauty was first produced in Salzburg in 1993 in a staged version under Harnoncourt,
and last summer in a semi-staged version under Sir John Eliot Gardiner; this time, an exquisite cast as well as William Christie and his
historically informed ensemble Les Arts Florissants vouch for its
music. “My work is highly political and closely interwoven with
society,’ Jan Lauwers said in an interview with ‘Die Presse’: “Life is
political. But theatre should not be political in such a direct manner. That is boring.” He founded his Needcompany in 1986 together
with Grace Ellen Barkey. Ever since, the painter,
photographer, author, draftsman, visual artist,
film-maker and director and his dance and theatre ensemble have combined all of these genres
in a kind of total work of art in a manner that is
wholly original – creating their own pieces,
which often resist any kind of narrative structures, and now in the opera genre. “It is becoming
increasingly clear to me that people in this age of
globalization need stories again,” thus Lauwers
justifies this return to narration – and this brings
us back to the myth, even if ‘L’Incoronazione di
Poppea’ is one of the first operas to have taken recourse to a historically true tale: after all, it is history that gives birth to myths.
“During times when we question democracy or sexuality, in which
we in Europe are afraid of Islam and lack clarity about our own religion and identity, we encounter this immoral opera,” Lauwers
declares: “It is so important because it makes us realize that we
already had the same kind of discussion in the 16th and 17th centuries. In short, we do not learn anything from history; we keep
making the same mistakes.”

Forceful, elementary images. Thus, reduction replaces opulence –
and this coming from an artist who has acquired an image of being
provocative, employing means in some of his productions that
resemble the actions of Hermann Nitsch in his “Orgy Mystery Theatre”. In Stravinsky’s ‘Le Sacre du printemps’, for example, Castellucci had 30 tons of bone meal from dead animals rain down upon
the stage; for Arnold Schoenberg’s ‘Moses und Aron’, he placed a
French Charolais steer weighing a ton and a half and looking appropriately impressive on stage, pouring an inky, oily black liquid over
the animal and the performers. And in his piece ‘Sul concetto di
volto nel figlio di Duo’, also presented at Vienna’s Burgtheater, Castellucci brought to the stage the unavoidable bodily nature of a person with dementia and incontinence who is tended to by his son,
complete with the smell of faeces and artificial excrement that
might almost have been mistaken for the real thing, creating an
utterly drastic effect. In one case, he awakened the wrath of animalrights activists; in another, Catholic fundamentalists disrupted performances because of a scene in which children lobbed hand grenades at the ever-present ‘Salvator mundi’, a portrayal of Jesus by
the renaissance artist Antonello da Messina. Those, however, are
only the infamous, headline-making elements of
a theatrical puzzle which is invariably much
The love of
more complex. Anyone inclined to consider the
iconoclastic violence of Castellucci an act of
Nerone and Poppea
desecration would be well-advised to consider
is absolutely ruthless,
the early history of public reaction to ‘Salome’:
protests or bans by censors’ offices justified by
yet ultimately
religion or general morals have long come to be
seen as incomprehensible or even ridiculous
triumphs in unearthly
today. Either way, Franz Welser-Möst on the conbeauty.
ductor’s podium will ensure that the Vienna
Philharmonic’s tradition is upheld. On stage, we
witness a young cast: Asmik Grigorian, who portrayed Marie in William Kentridge’s celebrated production of Alban Berg’s ‘Wozzeck’
last year, takes on the challenging title role, which demands everything from its performer: a soprano voice with the ability to expand
into all regions, yet always maintains its youthful shine, brilliant,
overarching vocalism and a high level of elocution, paired with
charisma and stage presence. John Daszak, the Drum Major of that
same ‘Wozzeck’, returns as Herod; the Hungarian bass Gábor Bretz
contributes the holy invective and pronouncements of the Prophet.
Yesterday, today, tomorrow. 1966: the same year in which the crew
of the starship Enterprise started meeting the challenges of the
Beauty in the cesspit of sin. “Pur ti miro,/ Pur ti godo,/ Pur ti
future in the television series ‘Star Trek’, the Salzburg Festival feastringo,/ Pur t’annodo – I see you, I possess you, I grasp you, I
tured the world premiere of a work that seems content to look into
embrace you”. The unearthly beauty of the final duet in Claudio
the ancient past, yet deals with humanity’s eternal issues. ‘Die BassMonteverdi’s ‘L’Incoronazione di Poppea’, performed in Salzburg
ariden’ was staged at the Großes Festspielhaus, featuring music by
by Sonya Yoncheva in the role of the unscrupulous social climber
Hans Werner Henze, one of the most prominent, yet by no means
and Kate Lindsey in the trouser role of the despotic emperor,
uncontroversial composers of the time, who set an English libretto
resounds with perfect bliss, expressing the harmony of two hearts
by the poets H. W. Auden and Chester Kallman which was translaunited, with nothing to fear: “Nevermore pain, nevermore death,
18
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when the viewer and the performer are reduced entirely to their
own selves. After all, dealing with our selves, and thus with life and
death – that is what we all fear.”

Krzysztof Warlikowskiinterprets
Hans Werner Henze’s opera of
antiquity, ‘The Bassarids’.

Sean Panikkarsings the role of
Dionysus, enemy of his cousin
Pentheus, whom…

... Russell Braun embodies. Both
figures share an obsessive love
for their mothers.

ted into German; Christoph von Dohnányi conducted. Behind the
title (which translates literally as “the female fox-fur wearers”) are
none other than ‘The Bacchae’ by Euripides, here in their third
operatic incarnation – after works by Ergon Wellesz (‘Die Bakchantinnen’ of 1931, performed in concert in Salzburg in 2003) and
Federico Ghedini, neither of which impeded Henze in his inventiveness. The site of the world premiere, the Großes Festspielhaus,
otherwise reserved that summer for Karajan’s musical and staged
interpretation of Bizet’s ‘Carmen’ and Mussorgsky’s ‘Boris Godunov’, affected the dimensions and challenges of the highly complex
score, which is built like a huge symphony. The eternal ambiguity
between eroticism suppressed and enjoyed, embodied in the enemies Pentheus and Dionysus (sung in Salzburg this year by the baritone Russell Braun and the tenor Sean Panikkar) also touched
upon the biography of the gay composer Henze, who saw ‘The
Bassarids’ as the “finale, the end point of a certain working process
and a station in my life”. Taming the monumental piece, illuminating the myth anew for our times and staging it in a concise manner, was a challenge. In 1966 Gustav Rudolf Sellner rose to this challenge, also having directed the world premiere of Darius Milhaud’s
‘Oreste’ trilogy in Berlin shortly before. Now, a good half-century
later, Krzysztof Warlikowski, already a prominent opera director,
takes on the new production of ‘The Bassarids’, which Kent Nagano
leads, using the original English libretto. He already delivered one
production of Euripides’ ‘The Bacchae’ in 2001, making his debut
at the innovative, courageous Teatr Rozmaitości in Warsaw, where
he was among the resident directors for ten years. In his interpretation, ‘Die Zeit’ raved, the piece seemed “like an antique western
movie, celebrating the mortal combat of two unequal enemies: the
condescending god and the crowing earthly ruler in a nerve-wracking showdown. The confrontation takes place in eerie silence;
behind it lurks a violence which will inescapably explode. As a

viewer, one actually begins to long for it, so impossible is it to endure the tension any longer. Warlikowski is incomparable in his
ability to let archaic vehemence and contemporary horror seethe
subcutaneously.” Lydia Steier, Romeo Castellucci, Jan Lauwers,
Krzysztof Warlikowski: what unites the four works with which
these renowned theatre-makers of our time now present their
opera debuts at the Salzburg Festival?

Ubiquitous desire. It must be human desire, unwilling to accept
any boundaries. The Queen of the Night demands more than the
male society of adepts is willing to allow her; Tamino wants to join
this community and must first learn that he cannot merely win
Pamina as a lover, but needs her as a partner to survive their joint
tribulations. Salome is object and subject at the same time in an
erotic, even literal dance, with Eros and Thanatos locked in an intimate embrace. The fatal love between Nerone and Poppea not only
triumphs over class boundaries, but also over all morality, bearing
within the seeds of its violent end. In ‘The Bassarids’, untamed
nature kicks against the goads of civilization. However, the other
operas of this Festival summer tell variants on this story: in Tchaikovsky’s ‘Queen of Spades’, human love loses the struggle against a
fatal passion for gambling; Mustafà’s amorous desire in ‘L’Italiana
in Algeri’ amuses us, yet also admonishes us not to make the same
mistake. Desire blossoms everywhere – whether fulfilled, disappointed, misplaced or unquenchable, not least in Beat Furrer’s
‘Begehren’, a piece of musical theatre that is even named “Desire”,
and which also goes back to ancient myths, reinterpreting them.
Thus, “Passion”, the motto of the ‘Ouverture spirituelle’, returns as
a theme in the opera programme, continuing and throwing the
exploration of grief and passion into even sharper focus. The myth
of desire echoes even in our longing to partake of Salzburg’s myth –
and to witness the Festival in person. e
Kultur spezial
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 witty tragedienne – Cecilia Bartoli
A
shows many faces on stage.

“Mezzo-sopranissimo” Cecilia Bartoli
makes her role debut as Isabella in
Rossini’s ‘L’italiana in Algeri’.
Interview: Walter Weidringer, Translation: Alexa Nieschlag
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A smile and a
little tear

T

he motto of this year’s Whitsun Festival is “1868”: its artistic
director Cecilia Bartoli has programmed an intriguing
musical retrospective of Gioachino Rossini’s year of death
and its immediate environs. In its course, she surprises her
audience in a new role for coloratura mezzo-soprano, one she has
long been saving – and repeats during the summer.
Ms. Bartoli, Rossini’s operas played a central role even at the
beginning of your career. Yet you are only now giving your debut
as Isabella in ‘L’italiana in Algeri’, one of his most famous opere
buffe. Is there a reason for this surprising constellation?
Of course I was often offered the role of Isabella, and my response
was always: with pleasure – but not yet! Isabella has nothing to do
with young girls like Rosina in ‘Il barbiere di Siviglia’ or Cenerentola.
She is special: she has a lot more experience and knows how to live.
I always thought that one should not be too young to sing this role.
It requires a certain maturity to portray a convincing Isabella on
stage. I think I have now reached that stage.
Two cultures collide in this piece: the Italian Isabella is shipwrecked while searching for her missing fiancé Lindoro. Together
with her devoted companion Taddeo, she falls into the hands of
Mustafà, the Bey of Algiers, at whose court Lindoro now lives as
a slave. Mustafà promptly falls in love with the witty Isabella …
To me, the core of the action is neither a political nor a religious
conflict. Instead, the piece is mainly about desire. There is Mustafà’s
desire – a man of advanced age who has suddenly had enough of his
wife and looks around for a younger woman. Just look at the yellow
press of our times: is there a more current topic
than this? The story is as old as the universe! Yet
Taddeo also experiences desire, and he too is, let
us say, in the prime of his years. Isabella understands this and plays with these feelings. She even
reprimands Mustafà, telling him that what he does
to his wife is unfair. So yes, it is a comedy, but it
does have a message. And suddenly, Rossini lands
us in the midst of our current MeToo debate!
From Rossini’s opere serie to Verdi’s operas,
women are often depicted as noble and longsuffering – in other words, passive. Do the comedies seem more
realistic to you, closer to real life than the idealized tragedies,
since women more often take the initiative here, using their spirit and wit to show the men what’s what?
It all depends on the opera! The music and the director determine
how a situation appears on stage. Often, comedy seems easier to
produce, but that is not true at all: nothing is harder to maintain
than comedy that is meant to remain interesting without ending in
caricature, grotesque or slapstick – sending the audience home with
a smile and a little tear at the end … The challenges of opera seria
are different: there, it is our duty to search for the “true” figures,
melding music and portrayal into one single emotion. Rossini’s Desdemona, for example, is a realistic role for me, and I try to convey
absolutely true feelings. However, you cannot make a blanket judgment about the realism of female opera figures. There are always
realistic character traits in every figure, and it is our job to reveal
these on stage. During his lifetime, Rossini was famous for his comedies, but even more so for his opere serie, of which he wrote a significantly greater number. He was a genius in both genres – but perhaps from our contemporary point of view, humour is more import-

ant, as we do not get enough of that in our lives. Laughter is a wonderful means of revelation – and the message behind the humour
can thus be conveyed even more powerfully.
The artistic director of the Salzburg Whitsun Festival presumably has abilities resembling Isabella’s…
In my case, it is hard to distinguish at all between singer, woman,
wife and artistic director (laughs)! My predecessor was a man, a conductor [Riccardo Muti]. Programming is a responsibility I have a lot
of respect for. The Whitsun Festival is certainly demanding: it is not
enough to invite renowned colleagues, you also have to find a
theme and the appropriate repertoire together with the artists.
However, after thirty years as a singer, I have gathered not only
experience, but also ideas, and I very much enjoy implementing
these ideas with full strength. I take great pleasure in my discussions with Markus Hinterhäuser and love working with him; our creative exchange is essential to me. I also take care of Les Musiciens du
Prince – Monaco, the historically informed orchestra we founded in
2016. Add 40 or 45 evenings of opera and concert performances per
year to that, and you certainly wind up with a full calendar!
In the case of ‘L’italiana in Algeri’, the Ensemble Matheus is conducted by Jean-Christophe Spinosi in the orchestra pit, with
whom you have already done ‘La Cenerentola’ in Salzburg. Is historically informed performance practice the key to your Rossini
interpretations?
Absolutely! This music must be heard in this way – for Rossini was
composing for the very sound of such instruments! This is the only
way to understand the fresh, sparkling, agile and bubbling characteristics of his scores. It is wrong to overload Rossini with a benevolent, romantic wealth of sound
– it would bury his music underneath its weight
and misunderstand its spirit. However, if you use
original instruments, all these important details
are brought to the fore.
You started your career as a typical coloratura
mezzo-soprano, have rediscovered many forgotten pieces and have also surprised your audience
in selected soprano roles – in Salzburg, the most
recent was Bellini’s Norma. By what criteria do
you select these roles?
Ultimately, it is always the voice that decides the question of new
roles. Sometimes I know simply by looking at the score, the necessary range, the tessitura and manner of orchestration. Each singer
is destined for a certain repertoire; other roles expand that; yet
others are simply impossible. There are soprano roles, such as
Isolde or Tosca, that I know I will never sing. Amneris may be a mezzo-soprano, but requires an instrument totally different from the
one I have at my disposal. Yet I would not say no to Wagner altogether: during his time in Paris, he wrote some very beautiful French
songs (laughs). As I said, the voice is an instrument, and you cannot
exchange it for another. It is the same in the orchestra: you cannot
play a flute concerto on the tuba, nor vice versa. Of course I love ‘La
Traviata’, but that is not going to happen, just as little as Aida or Elisabetta in ‘Don Carlo’ – or anything by Puccini. I am happy to leave
that repertoire to our wonderful Anna Netrebko, who will be a fantastic Tosca and Turandot! Apart from the purely musical issues, I
also need to like the figure and perceive a dramaturgical power in
the libretto. Those are the only circumstances under which I am
able and willing to delve into a character. e

“Humour is more
important than ever
today – we don’t get
enough of it.”
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“It’s about a
great love”
Hans Neuenfels on Tchaikovsky’s ‘Queen
of Spades’, the risk of relationships and
how opera arouses emotions.

A European! Hans Neuenfels on the inner
conflicts in Tchaikovsky’s character.

Interview: Barbara Petsch, Translation: David Tushingham

C

ontroversial! This is the first thing that comes to mind
about a production by Hans Neuenfels. The Salzburg Festival is no exception with considerable discussion surrounding Neuenfels’ versions of ‘Der Fledermaus’ by
Johann Strauss and Mozart’s ‘Così fan tutte’. No one, however, disputes that the German star director has imagination. This year he
will direct Tchaikovsky’s ‘Queen of Spades’. An opera about passion, luck in gambling, that mystical quality – and, according to
Neuenfels, about the difference between men and women when it
comes to love. Mariss Jansons conducts. “The conductor is the
most important person in an opera,” Neuenfels is convinced and he
has no qualms about giving up power: “Not at all!”
Die Presse: Do you play cards?
Hans Neuenfels: No.
Does the ‘Queen of Spades’ have particularly evil connotations –
as a card?
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I don’t think so. It’s like any game where a certain card becomes
important. Like an ace. It has a particular aura.
What is the most important thing for you about the opera
‘Queen of Spades’?
It’s about a great love. And it’s a great choral opera. Hermann and
Lisa are an interesting couple. And there is a large world that is
represented by the chorus. The chorus stands for society. It is a
danger, a universe in miniature and a hotbed of destruction. But
Hermann also feels tempted which in turn is a threat to his love.
Gambling brings chance into play: it’s a kind of thrill, a different
one to being in love, this thrill happens through greed and chance.
You have no influence over whether someone wins or loses.
Hermann is unlucky.
Not true. He is lucky. Lisa is prepared to abandon bourgeois convention, Prince Yeletsky, and is willing to go with him. But it’s interesting to observe the male psyche: love alone is not enough for
Hermann. He wants adventure and he wants recognition from

What can you give away about the production?
society. Gambling will enhance him and make him rich. None of
Not much. Of course we have already decided everything. We have
the other characters can have their social position ruined by gambeen working intensively on the production since last October. In
bling. But by gambling and winning Hermann will be able to
concert terms it is fixed. That is the most important part. We have
achieve their status. He would then have a different perspective. If
already presented the stage design, the costumes are already
all he has is Lisa, it would be difficult. She will have no money if
being made.
she leaves Yeletsky, she and Hermann would have to begin an entWill it be a modern production?
irely different life together.
I wouldn’t say that. I don’t contemporize in my opera productions.
That was practically impossible at that time, if we take TolIt’s not contemporary when you replace a carriage with a Porsche.
stoy’s ‘Anna Karenina’ for example, who is ostracised by society
I think it’s very important to be able to sense that an opera comes
after leaving her husband.
from a particular time. You can feel the intensity and importance
Let’s just say, it’s tough. You have to make a choice: is my bond
of ‘Queen of Spades’ by itself. I don’t have to use blue jeans and
with this other person so strong that I can risk losing the respect
second-hand costumes or transpose the opera into the present.
of society? Or do I extend my options by taking a chance? HerThe performance will be fast paced with plenty of changes.
mann goes to the Countess. He shocks her, she dies but in death
Not static like earlier opera productions were.
she does reveal to him the secret combination for the game. Do I
That’s right. We will see the internal landscapes of the characters
go that far or do I simply get over this love for another person?
enter traumatic territory. There are a lot of irrational and transCan love really change someone permanently?
gressive acts, just as there are in reality. Through their emotions
Of course! That’s what we assume. That is our humane hope or
the characters withdraw into the realms of fantasy. The emotiomotivation. It usually ends badly, as you can see in ‘Romeo and
nal world is certainly quite extrovert. This is what strikes me as
Juliet’. Society plays a major part in making love impossible. For us
Russian in inverted commas. People like talking, they discuss
as human beings, love is the greatest risk we can take in our lives.
and analyse things just like what you can read in Dostoyevsky
Your own life has been one of great constancy in love. You’ve
and Tolstoy.
been together with your wife, the actress Elisabeth Trissenaar,
The French are like that too. They can die arguing over intellecsince the Sixties.
tual nuances and topics. I think.
Yes! And that was my greatest risk. We both knew that was the
That’s true. And it’s also European, en vogue in the truest sense of
case. I’ve never regretted it. And neither has my wife. We often
the word.
talk about it. Well, I think I’m allowed to say that.
A Russian girl, a fellow journalist, told me recently that RusWhat keeps you both together? Do you talk to each other a lot?
sian has more words for love than European languages do.
Yes. We try not to ignore conflicts or difficulties. And we don’t
I can’t say. I also don’t know why. But love always has many diffethrust them under each other’s noses at random moments. We try
rent ways of expressing itself.
to talk about them in a pleasant and civilized fashion whenever
Do you have a special relationship with
we feel it’s necessary. And we try to either
Mariss Jansons? I believe he’s one of
resolve problems or accept them.
the Vienna Philharmonic’s favourite conI find that surprising. You were both chilductors.
dren of the 1968 protests. At that time relaNo, but I admire him as a listener. His contionships and sex were quite eventful, let’s
ducting is masterly and lively. He has a direct
say. Anyone sleeping twice with the same
quality that is also touchingly profound. It’s
person is part of the establishment, it was
Hans Neuenfels
fascinating to see how he works. There is a
said.
wonderful film about him that I saw recently.
Well, as I said, it’s a relatively inexplicable
As a director you have less power in music theatre than in spophenomenon between us and the only secret that people can
ken theatre.
share with each other.
Of course the most important person in an opera is the conductor.
Tchaikovsky was homosexual. He had to keep that a secret. A
He has absolute priority. He directs how the evening is played: he
great burden on his life, I think. What is your view?
decides the cues and the rhythms. He takes care of the singers and
It’s clear that Tchaikovsky was passionately homosexual. And at
the orchestra.
that time it was not possible to be out in society. From what I have
You aren’t sorry to have less power?
read he does, however, seem to have surrounded himself with
No. Not at all. I’ve already worked with many important conducfriends a great deal. And I suspect that his inclinations did not
tors, such as Andris Nelsons and Kirill Petrenko. I admire conducremain hidden from those around him. People in Moscow and St.
tors – and we have always got on well together because we accept
Petersburg knew about his relationships. And he travelled abroad
each other.
a great deal, where he perhaps had more freedom.
What can opera do that theatre can’t? Grand emotion! This is
His music sounds rather Italian, not only in ‘Queen of Spades’.
allowed there, not so much in spoken theatre.
The conductor Valery Gergiev believed that Tchaikovsky wasn’t
I would completely agree there. Emotions and the subconscious
a true Russian. What do you say?
can be aroused very differently by opera than spoken theatre.
It’s true. Tchaikovsky was aware of this problem himself. He was a
Why is that?
European. For him Russia was only a starting point. There are quoThat’s a lengthy subject. It’s how things have developed. The theatations from him that reflect this. He was being ironic when he said
tre that we made in the past, Claus Peymann, Peter Zadek or Klaus
we have to deal with this in the Russian manner. Or: We need RusMichael Grüber or myself, that did have a very direct effect on the
sian music. His character, the patterns of his will were European:
audience. I don’t know why that has changed a bit now.
the inner conflict, the incoherence, the fragmentation that’s typiDo you play an instrument?
cally European – he had a weakness for that. It’s what makes TchaiI’m afraid not. I regret it. I didn’t have the time. I would have liked
kovsky’s music so appealing. It wasn’t Russian in a folkloristic way
to learn the violin. e
like that of Mussorgsky or his colleagues. There is a big difference.

“Love is the
greatest risk we can
take in our lives.“
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Playing in
pairs
The drama programme in Salzburg features some exceptional pairings: these are
erotic, profound, obsessive, individual and always seductive. A reflection.
Text: Barbara Petsch, Translation: David Tushingham
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Jedermann. Everyman and the Paramour make an iconic couple. Stefanie
Reinsperger (with Tobias Moretti) takes
back her love in the face of Death.

 enthesila. Jens Harzer thrilled audienP
ces in Handke’s ‘Immer noch Sturm’,
now he acts with Sandra Hüller in Kleist’s
‘Penthesilea’.

I

am yours today and forever,” the Paramour promises in Hofmannsthal’s ‘Jedermann’, which has been seen in Salzburg’s Cathedral Square since 1920. Is she serious? In any event she behaves like all the rest, abandoning him in the face of Death with her
famous scream. But does anyone hold it against this young woman?
Hofmannsthal saw things very realistically. Paramours are very different: Everyman had a loving but emancipated partner back in the
1990s in the form of Maddalena Crippa, the dark-voiced Italian who
was Peter Stein’s off-stage partner.
The cycling Brigitte Hobmeier was also highly
self-possessed. This year the iconic couple is
once again played by Tobias Moretti and Stefanie Reinsperger. Michael Sturminger has
modernized the piece further and the characters on stage now bear a closer resemblance to
the smartly dressed audience. And the Paramour has no shame in the face of her spouse’s
death. She takes back her love and it is quite
clear that she will soon turn to some other promising or prosperous suitor. The moment arrives when the man who has always sought out
younger female partners has become dependent on a woman rather than vice versa.
“With this production of ‘Jedermann’ we are reflecting on the great
history of the Salzburg Festival,” says Drama Director Bettina
Hering: “The whole of Austria is interested in the new cast and that
shows how respected the theatre and actors are in this country.”
Hering regards Reinsperger’s Paramour as a “highly independent”

woman, in contrast to the “sensitive Tobias Moretti”. “In her final
scene, when Everyman is asking his friends and relations to accompany him into the afterlife, Reinsperger has her strongest entrance,” wrote Norbert Mayer in ‘Die Presse’ after the current production’s 2017 premiere: “The Paramour stands silently in the background for a long time. When her lover begs her for help last of all,
she turns away. One can sense a vast energy, even though she only
has a few lines to say.”

Possessed by demons. The classical highlight
of this year’s festival is ‘Penthesilea’. In Johan
Simons’ production Jens Harzer, who was so
brilliant as the writer’s alter ego in the world
premiere of Peter Handkes ‘Immer noch Sturm’
in Salzburg in 2011, plays Achilles, who falls in
love with Penthesilea (Sandra Hüller). Harzer
and Hüller appeared together in 2006 in HansChristian Schmid’s film ‘Requiem’: Michaela,
who had a strict Catholic upbringing, believes
she is possessed by demons and seeks help
from the village priest: a mistake. Hüller was
awarded the Golden Bear at the Berlin Film Festival for her performance as Michaela. The legendary actor Walter Schmidinger who
died in 2013 played the conservative and Harzer the more open cleric who wrestle for the soul of Michaela, who in truth is not possessed by the Devil, but an epileptic. Hüller is now better known for
another award-winning film, Maren Ade’s ‘Toni Erdmann’. Here she
plays a management consultant who is embarrassed by her father

The moment arrives
when the man who
has always sought out
younger female partners has become dependent on a woman .
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 Horse Walks into a Bar. Mavie Hörbiger
A
and Samuel Finzi appear together on
stage for the first time in David Grossman’s dark stand-up comedy.

(Peter Simonischek)’s attempts at friendship. For this role the performer, who was born in Suhl in Thüringen and now lives in Leipzig, won the European Film Prize as Best Actress. In an interview
with ‘Die Zeit’ Hüller acknowledged her family’s mixed feelings
about the fall of the Berlin Wall, which prompted considerable
anxiety in the GDR. Acting was something she discovered at school:
“I just suddenly knew that was what I had to do.” Plan B would have
been to become a midwife: a profession which is similar to acting in
that many parts are described as being difficult births. Harzer also
came to the theatre through school: “It was
luck. If that hadn’t happened, I would be doing
something else now,” he told ‘Die Presse’ in
2012.

Zeitung’ dedicated a feature to Bürkle, who had already played
Hamlet, entitled “The Shrew”. Bürkle also played Karl Moor in
Ulrich Rasche’s production of Schiller’s ‘The Robbers’ that was invited to the Berlin Theatertreffen.
Sophie Rois and Kathrin Angerer are an established team who can
be seen together in Frank Castorf ’s production of Knut Hamsun’s
‘Hunger’ at the Perner Insel in Hallein. Both artists are specialists at
the exaltedly enigmatic and have already thrilled audiences in
numerous Castorf productions. “The actor is the message,” says
Sophie Rois, drawing on Marshall McLuhan’s
dictum “the medium is the message.” And
indeed, Rois and Angerer are both complete originals and extremely versatile. Rois could
recently be seen at the Burgtheater in the ‘Coronation of Richard II’ by Hans Henny Jahnn
(director: Castorf ) and Angerer in Dostoyevsky’s
‘The Gambler’ (directed by Castorf for the Wiener Festwochen). “It’s great when two actors
have the same language and the same theatrical
convictions, women calibrated to each other, so
to speak, who complement each other so brilliantly,” says Drama Director Hering.
Samuel Finzi and Mavie Hörbiger, who can be seen together in ‘A
Horse Walks into a Bar’ by David Grossman (for which the author
will make a personal visit to Salzburg,) have never acted together
before. “Finzi and Hörbiger are both equally talented comic actors,

Rois and Angerer are
specialists at the
exalted enigmatic and
have thrilled audiences in numerous
Castorf productions.

Adaptable originals. Another classic that will
be produced in Salzburg is Aeschylus’ ‘The Persians’. Director Ulrich Rasche is also his own
designer and a specialist in choral projects.
Katja Bürkle and Valery Tscheplanowa, two
young female performers can be seen as the
chorus and council of elders. Tscheplanowa
was Actress of the Year in 2017 (‘Theater heute’) and this year has
won both the Ulrich Wildgruber Prize and the German Audio Book
Prize. Bürkle acted at the celebrated Münchner Kammerspiele for
ten years before moving to the Residenztheater run by the new
Artistic Director of the Burgtheater, Martin Kušej. The ‘Stuttgarter
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Letters of a Friendship. Bruno Ganz and
Edith Clever read from the correspondence between Ingeborg Bachmann and
Hans Werner Henze.

though featuring different nuances,” Hering explains. Hörbiger is a
company member at the Burgtheater, where her recent performances include Nestroy and both “mammon” and “good works” in
‘everyman(dies)’ by Ferdinand Schmalz.
The Bulgarian-born Samuel Finzi is one of Germany’s most sought
after actors for crime dramas and particularly popular with women
(Spiegel online described him as “the woman whisperer”). Finzi
comes from an acting family and his father was a celebrated performer who insistently told his son: “Become a lawyer!” (news-de). In
the crime series ‘Flemming’ Finzi played the
psychologist Vincent Flemming. In the theatre
Finzi could recently be seen in ‘Waiting for
Godot’ and as Peer Gynt at the Deutsches Theater in Berlin.
‘A Horse Walks into a Bar’ is the story of
stand-up comic who loves talking his way out
of trouble. David Grossman was born in Jerusalem in 1954, is a writer and peace activist and
one of Israel’s foremost literary voices. ‘A Horse
Walks into a Bar’ is a typical way of starting a
joke, but Dov Grinstein also has less appealing
sides to him which is why the book had a mixed reception in Israel
before becoming a success in Germany and winning the Man Booker Prize in Great Britain.
Two stars of Peter Stein’s legendary former Schaubühne ensemble
return to the Salzburg Festival in Edith Clever and Bruno Ganz.

They read from the correspondence between Ingeborg Bachmann
and the composer Hans Werner Henze: ‘Letters of a Friendship’ on
22nd August.
This event supplements Henze’s ‘The Bassarids’, which is produced
at the Festival under Kent Nagano. The work is based on ‘The Bacchae’ by Euripides. Edith Clever, born in Wuppertal, was a company member at the Schaubühne from 1971 to 1989 and acted in
Shakespeare’s ‘Antony and Cleopatra’ in Salzburg in 1994, during
the period when Stein was Drama Director. Since last year she has
also performed the role of Everyman’s Mother.
Another intensive artistic collaboration linked
Clever with Hans-Jürgen Syberberg (‘Parsifal’,
‘Molly Bloom’ from ‘Ulysses’ by James Joyce).
For decades Bruno Ganz has greeted us from the
Mount Olympus of German acting, although the
Swiss-born artist has also made many wonderful
films (most recently ‘In Times of Fading Light’
based on the novel by Eugen Ruge). Ganz played
the title role in Stein’s production of ‘Faust’ while
in Salzburg he could be seen as the general
Coriolanus in Shakespeare’s tragedy of the same
name. At the 2018 Salzburg Festival he plays the Narrator in Lydia
Steier’s production of Mozart’s ‘The Magic Flute’. In 2015 Ganz
played the Grandfather in ‘Heidi’ and anyone who wishes to can
hear the consummate artist of spoken German on YouTube speaking in his native idiom of Swiss German. e

For decades
Edith Clever and
Bruno Ganz have
greeted us from the
Mount Olympus of
German acting.
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Kent Naganoconducts ‘The Bassarids’ by
Hans Werner Henze in the Felsenreitschule.

Power games and
obsessions

W

ith Monteverdi opera had suddenly arrived complete
and its themes were the same ones that continue to
dominate the art form to this day: art (‘Orfeo’, 1607)
and politics (‘L’incoronazione di Poppea’, 1642). The
century when we encounter opera for the first time is the same one
in which modern politics and statecraft were invented. This does
not appear to be a coincidence. New times unleash new ideas. But
why return to ancient models? What was intended as a fresh
approach and new art form seemed like a step backwards. Was it
simply following the conventions of its time?

Politics, a cult, an art from, a celebration. The Italian elite knew
that classical theatre had been more than an evening’s entertainment: its ambition was far higher and was a socio-political one. In
this aesthetic experience everything coalesced: politics, cult, art,
celebration. The citizens of the polis assembled in the theatre and
came to an understanding there about itself as a political community. An act that created an identity and helped to cope with life.
Anyone referencing this art from wanted to do more than entertain
– they were reacting to the spirit of the age and wanted society to
interpret itself.
The politics of Nero’s time, as it is characterized in ‘Poppea’, does
not come across well: it seems to be a farewell. This astonishing
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mature work – Monteverdi was already 75 – is based not on a myth
but on historical material in which the political sphere is dominated
by immorality. Virtu has no chance and is forced to endure Fortuna’s mockery: “So hide, oh Virtue, long submerged in poverty/ Goddess no one believes in.” When Amor enters as a third character, he
brings personal and irrational affect into play. Once his unfettered
subjectivity has seized power, moral corruption is inevitable and
rational politics abandoned.
Ruler Nero is not concerned about his political office, instead he
thinks about how he can divorce his wife Ottavia and replace her
with his lover Poppea. Only Seneca embodies rationality and matters of state: these are on the losing side. The dialogue between
Nero and Seneca contains highly political reflection and leads
towards a new age of thinking in the political sciences. It concerns
the ignorance of power compared with statecraft as propagated by
Niccolò Machiavelli. Seneca’s suicide is the death of rational statesmanship. The allusions were obvious. Poppea ascends to the throne
– not a happy ending, in moral terms. More of a warning: do not
place your hopes in politics!

Connections between the ancient and modern worlds. It is impossible to imagine western art and literature without the reservoir of
material provided by the ancient world, whether one looks at Mon-

Fotos: Salzburger Feststpiele/Julia Wesely/Felix Broede/Denis Rouvre

Bacchae, Poppea, Salome – the ancient world is an
inexhaustible source of inspiration for music theatre.
Text: Günther Haller, Translation: David Tushingham

Franz Welser-Möstconducts the Vienna
Philharmonic in Richard Strauss’ ‘Salome’.

William Christieconducts Claudio
Monteverdi’s ‘L‘Incoronazione di Poppea’.

teverdi in the late Renaissance, the period of the Weimar classics or
the 19th century. Indeed as the times become more modern, the
more complicated the revival of antiquity becomes. Eventually Winckelmann’s thesis about the “noble simplicity and silent greatness”
of ancient art was overtaken. These old stories were seen afresh: as
an early form of interpreting the world and capturing reality closely
related to cult and ritual. This led to a curious connection between
ancient and modern. For Klimt and the Secessionists, the ancients
were anything other than outdated: they brought old material and
motifs to life. Their subjects were not chosen at random as interchangeable accessories but were the appropriate expression of contemporary sensitivities. One widespread theme was the story
around Herod Antipas and his step-daughter
Salomé, who fell in love with John the Baptist.
Salomé became a cult figure in the second half of
the 19th century, as a femme fatale, as an ostensibly perverse and lascivious woman who has the
Baptist beheaded in order to imprint onto his
cold mouth the kiss that he refused her while he
was alive. Richard Strauss’ musical setting stands
in a broad tradition. In the space of a few years
around 1880 Gustave Moreau produced his oil
painting ‘Salome dansant devant Herode’, Gustave Flaubert the novella ‘Herodias’, and Massenet the opera ‘Herodiade.’ Herod’s daughter hardly features in the
Bible or in classical literature. This lacuna left behind by historical
literature was filled by creating rich legends decorated with sumptuous invention. Ever greater licence was taken with regard to
Salomé. Did the dance that she used to compel Herod to kill John
the Baptist ever really exist? Was it only a round dance, were they
graceful individual movements? In either event it would have contravened Jewish customs of the time.

to produce a sensual and sultry atmosphere in which the reader is
transported into a shadowy and beautiful artificial world that finds
its consummation in the famous tone colours of Richard Strauss.
There is a powerful cultural political tension within our third example, between an archaic myth thousands of years old and a modern
opera, Hans Werner Henze’s ‘The Bassarids’ (given its world premiere in Salzburg in 1966). Euripides’ drama ‘The Bacchae’ is over
2,400 years old and reminiscent of an even older myth, that of the
cult of Dionysos. Henze wrote the work in only a year in a frenetic
burst of creativity. His librettists proposed the story of Dionysos,
whose godhead linked to both nature and humanity represents
strength, pleasure and regeneration. But he is also the god of liberation, the “redeemer” with the power to dissolve
social and mental shackles and free people from
suffering. He represents many emotional, dream-like, narcotic and sensual components, and
thus he becomes the god of theatre. The dramaturgical tipping point in the opera is an earthquake that reverses the power relationships in
the city of Thebes ruled by King Pentheus. Dionysos avenges himself for failure to recognize
him as a god, driving the women of the city mad
who then take to the mountains while he takes
control of the city. Pentheus is torn limb from
limb by Dionysus’ followers, the frenzied Maenads.
In the ‘Bassarids’, however, Dionysus ends up disappointing the
sacred and moral hopes that have been placed in him. He has presented himself as the supposed liberator of Thebes and spread the
myth of the redeemer. As the new ruler he deposes the old one in a
terribly bloody act and subjugates the people. Melancholy and
hopelessness are all that is left of the myth. Henze highlighted
these social implications of his opera; “What is freedom, what is the
lack of freedom? What is repression, what is revolt, what revolution?” was his theme. In the end the figurehead of opposition and
revolution himself turns into a restrictive and corrupt ruler, worshipped blindly and unthinkingly by the Bassarids: “We kneel and
pray.” The opera’s motto was taken from a poem by Gottfried Benn:
“The myth lied.“ e

Ancient theatre: far
more than an evening’s entertainment:
an act that created an
identity and helped to
cope with life.

Shadowy and beautiful. Salomé became the heathen Whore of
Babylon. In contrasting her with John, artists made drastic use of
the confrontation between Christianity and heathenism. Oscar
Wilde, inspired by Moreau’s painting delivered a verbal equivalent
of his jewel-like style of painting, using the vocabulary of décadence
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... Sophie Rois,a former Paramour, who
now returns to Salzburg.

Torment of a man
on the edge
In Salzburg former Volksbühne Artistic Director Frank Castorf devotes himself to an
outlaw. For the festival he directs ‘Hunger’, after an early novel by the Norwegian
Nobel Prize-winner Knut Hamsun. Text: Norbert Mayer, Translation: David Tushingham
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 athrin Angereris one of the actors in ‘Hunger’,
K
the dramatization of Hamsun’s novel, as is...

A

man wanders through Norway’s capital Kristiania, now
Oslo, in the mid-Eighties of the 19th century. Reading the
novel in biographical terms, he is around 27 years old and
wishes to become a writer – so far with no great success.
The literary essays he offers to the newspapers are rarely accepted:
they are too complex, too odd, he is told. He also writes philosophical treatises and is attempting a play. The man suffers considerable
privations. Even in the most modest accommodation that even
Rodion Raskolnikov might regard as straitened circumstances, he
can rarely pay the rent. He is periodically homeless. Then the reader feels damp and chilled to the bone. All the man has left to write
with is a pencil stump and a couple of sheets of paper. He often
goes for days without food. The most affecting scenes are those in
which he describes what his hunger feels like. He swallows his own
spittle in order to feel sated. He sucks on stones or wood chips,
eventually even sucking blood out of his own fingers. Finally the
man leaves Kristiania and signs on as a deck hand on a Russian
ship. It is a departure for another world.
Perhaps. Because this first person narrator cannot be relied on. He
gives various names and repeatedly invents new biographies
depending on who he is speaking to. The only thing that is clear is
that this would-be artist is proud, quick-tempered and inconstant.
When someone even poorer begs him for money, he pawns his
only jacket and throws the beggar the money in order to conceal
his social decline. Then he freezes in the approaching winter. He is
mad, a woman tells him with whom he starts a
strange love affair that rapidly ends in failure.
She is probably right. ‘Hunger’ is the title of this
text, a coming-of-age novel about a man veering
between depression, subservience and arrogance. It is an old story but one that is repeatedly new: the artist who is trying to find himself and must first create a work to do so.

1933, Hamsun emerged as an unconditional admirer. He was an
election campaigner for the Norwegian fascist Vidkun Quisling.
When the Wehrmacht entered Norway, he welcomed their presence. Hamsun even defended the Nazis’ concentration camps. In
1943 he gave his Nobel Prize medal as a gift to his friend Josef Goebbels, the Nazi government Propaganda Minister. And when Hitler
committed suicide the Norwegian author would write a brief and
admiring obituary in May 1945 that reads like defiant lunacy: “He
was a warrior, a warrior for humanity.” It says uncritically of one of
the biggest criminals in history that Hitler was “a reforming character of the highest rank.” Hamsun “bowed his head” before the dead
dictator.

Visiting Hitler at Obersalzberg. This was more than literary suicide. If it were madness there was method in it. And it must have
been a bizarre encounter (which can be seen in Jan Troell’s film
‘Hamsun’ on 14th August in Salzburg at DAS KINO) when Hitler hosted Hamsun at Obersalzberg in 1943 – two men who had once been
homeless, who had decided to become a politician and an artist
when they were still at the very bottom. The writer’s presence was
a challenging one: he interrupted the dictator, who is supposed to
have been furious afterwards. As an old man the writer ended up
just as low as he had been in his early years. He was punished after
the war with such severe fines that when he died in 1952 it was in
extreme poverty. For decades Hamsun continued to be despised by
the overwhelming majority of his countrymen:
it was only with the 100th and 150th anniversaHardly any other
ries of his birth that a hesitant counter-movement could be detected.
author has
To this day Hamsun’s later years have contiexperienced such a nued to overshadow his considerable literary
achievements. ‘Hunger’, this slender early
precipitous decline
prose work, already anticipated much of the
after such a fast rise dawning Modernist movement. “Old King
Cnut,” as James Joyce once admiringly remaras Knut Hamsun.
ked, had made telling use of new stylistic tools
such as the interior monologue that the Irishman then perfected in his novel of the century
‘Ulysses’. For Marcel Proust, too, and his monumental work ‘À la recherche du temps perdu’
the Norwegian and his second-by-second style
is a significant precursor. Hamsun’s admirers
included such diverse authors as Henry Miller,
Thomas Mann, Theodor W. Adorno and Ernest
Hemingway.

Demons, extremists and the ostracised. It is
perfect material for Frank Castorf. While searching for new sources for his expansive productions the German director often tackles the
works of extreme writers. With luck the
audience will then see an imposing tour of the
demonic in the novels of Fyodor Michailovich
Dostoyevsky or the scandalous in Pitigrilli or
Hans Henny Jahnn. And sometimes the former
long-time Artistic Director of the Volksbühne
Berlin will honour a writer who has been ostracized such as the anti-Semitic French collaborator Louis-Ferdinand Céline and his crazy novels.
Through the eyes of the confused hero. In the
This year at the Salzburg Festival it is a Norwenew
millennium Daniel Kehlmann has joined
Frank Castorfturns the Perner Insel into
gian outsider’s turn to be adapted by Castorf: Oslo as he dramatizes Hamsun’s ‘Hunger’.
the list of Hamsun’s fans. The bestseller author
Knut Hamsun and his debut novel ‘Sult’ (in Engwrote an afterword for the new edition of ‘Hunlish: ‘Hunger’), that justifiably made him famous in 1890, elements
ger’ in 2009 that cheerfully explores the distressing passages and
from ‘Mysteries’ (1892) will also be included. Later, however, this
one’s discomfort with such uncompromising literature: “We see
writer would become at least as infamous as he was previously
everything through the eyes of the confused hero and yet we
feted. There is hardly any other author who has experienced such a
understand nothing about him.” But it is precisely this that repreprecipitous decline after such a fast rise. In 1920 Hamsun was awarsents the novelist’s epoch-making discovery: “Motives are dispended the Nobel Prize for Literature, mainly for his 1917 novel ‘Marsable. It is not necessary to understand why characters behave the
kens Grøde’ (in English; ‘Growth of the Soil’). The author from an
way they do; in a strange way their opacity does not make them
impoverished background who was born in Garmo in 1859 had
less realistic, but actually more believable.” In short: after the
needed to struggle to attain his profession. After the First World
social novel and social drama, by returning to Dostoyevsky and
War he reached his peak and was recognized around the world as
Strindberg, he discovered the productive power of madness. For a
one of the greats of contemporary literature. However, when the
purveyor of frenzied drama of Castorf ’s calibre it must be a great
National Socialists under Adolf Hitler came to power in Germany in
temptation. e
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Madness and lamentation
with the ancient Greeks
A woman becomes a murderous dog, a cynical comedian turns our blood to ice with a
story from his youth: There is a great deal of Greek tragedy in the drama at this year’s
festival – even where we might not expect to find it.
Text: Anne-Catherine Simon, Translation: David Tushingham
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David Grossman,winner of the Man Booker
Prize and author of ‘A Horse Walks into a Bar’.

T

heatre needs to have its “festive,
celebratory and unique” qualities
restored, wrote Max Reinhardt two
years before founding the Salzburg
Festival along with Hugo von Hofmannsthal. In 1910 he and Hofmannsthal had
already produced a monumental production of Sophocles’ ‘Oedipus at Colonus’ on
vast stages: in Vienna this was the Circus
Busch, where Sigmund Freud was one of
the audience. Reinhardt longed for a “theatre of 5,000” – a dream which would then
lead to the foundation of the Salzburg
Festival.
Neither it nor the baroque theatre of the
world would have been conceivable without the fascination of ancient tragedy. It is
conspicuously present this year in both the
theatre and opera programmes. The German director renowned for his oratoriolike style Ulrich Rasche directs the oldest
surviving Greek tragedy: ‘The Persians’ by
Aeschylus. His contemporary Euripides,
some 40 years younger, is represented
twice. His play ‘The Bacchae’ was one of
Kleist’s most important sources of inspiration when writing his ‘Penthesilea’: this can
be seen in a version by Vasco Boenisch and
directed by Johan Simons as a two-handed
play: only Penthesilea and Achilles appear,
opposing each other in a love that is a
frenzy and a madness. However, ‘The Bacchae’ was also the source for Hans Werner
Henze’s opera ‘The Bassarids’ that is also
presented this summer. Its world premiere
was given in Salzburg in 1966 in a German
translation entitled ‘Die Bassariden’. In
‘The Bacchae’ Dionysus, the god of wine
and of intoxication, visits Thebes and avenges himself on its inhabitants for failing to
recognize him – in particular on the King
Pentheus who refuses to let him stay in his
kingdom. He makes all the women descend
into madness and one of them, Pentheus’
mother, tears her son limb from limb while
she cannot be held accountable for her
actions. For Nietzsche this tragedy was his
main inspiration in ‘The Birth of Tragedy’
for depicting the Dionysian in terms of orgiastic excess, irrationality, intoxication and
formless (or free-form) creativity – and contrasting this with the Apollonian principle.

Ripped apart in madness. Someone else
Euripides’ play left a deep impression on
was Heinrich von Kleist. In his original text

he took detailed inspiration from ‘The Bacchae’. Just as Agave, Pentheus’ mother, rips
her much loved son apart in madness and
is unaware of what she has done afterwards, Penthesilea does the same with
Achilles. “He, bathed in the purple of his
own blood, gently touches her cheek and
calls: Penthesilea! My bride! What are you
doing?” Pentheus also touches his mother’s
cheek to try to bring her to her senses. Penthesilea tears her lover apart along with
her dogs: the High Priestess has previously
warned that she herself has turned into “a
dog”. In ‘The Bacchae’ the ruler Pentheus is
warned by his grandfather Cadmus about
the fate of a man who was murdered by his
own dogs. And according to one legend
even Euripides himself was mauled to
death by dogs.
Kleist’s rebellion against an image of the
ancients and of mankind tamed by humanism could not have been more drastic or
disturbing. But he also rebels against laws
that are “against nature” and destroy the
individual: Penthesilea is not free to choose
her lover but may only have a man once
she has defeated him in battle. Only the
other amazons and above all the High
Priestess find that by breaking the laws of

ble gods who have started to become
slightly suspect. Immoderate behaviour is
punished and a higher order unites both
the victors and the vanquished – just as they
are united at the end in a joint lament.

Confessions of a lifetime. How difficult
such shared lamentation can be is evident
when reading the novels of the Israeli writer David Grossman. Aeschylus was himself
a soldier: the peace activist Grossman lost
his son Uri in 2006 on a military mission in
Lebanon. Since then questions of fate and
guilt – the guilt of the survivors – run
through Grossman’s books. In his latest
novel ‘A Horse Walks into a Bar’ – to be performed in dramatized form at the Salzburg
Festival – the performance of cynical
stand-up comedian Dov Grinstein turns
into the confession of a lifetime: as a 14
year-old Dov was taken away from a youth
camp to attend a funeral without being told
who had died. His father? His mother? On
an endless car journey the despairing
youngster starts making terrible calculations – in order to work out who is supposed
to have died…
Grossman (a reading of whose prose will be
held in Salzburg on 7th August at the repu-

Questions of fate and guilt run through
David Grossman’s books.
her community Penthesilea has made herself guilty of hubris. Euripides undoubtedly provided better role model for an
ambivalent view individual rebellion than
Aeschylus. In Aeschylus divine and human
laws are in harmony and remain unquestioned: here the rebel is also accused of
hubris but unambiguously condemned. He
is the young Xerxes, whose lust for power
and inflated self-regard leads the Persian
army to destruction. In the Battle of Salamis in 480 B.C. it is defeated by a vastly
inferior number of Greeks: hundreds of
thousands of Persians die, almost their entire army.
Here Aeschylus was recounting recent history: he had personally witnessed the mass
casualties that were also sustained by the
Greeks. And yet by comparison with Euripides his world still seems to be in harmony.
Mankind is not the plaything of unpredicta-

blic) had already reinterpreted the laws of
causality in his first novel after his son
died. In ‘To The End of the Land’ a mother
whose son has joined the army is tormented by premonitions of his death. She decides to leave home as she feels she can prevent this terrible thing from happening if
she cannot be reached that night. She too,
like Dov Grinstein, has an old-fashioned
feeling in defiance of the logic of cause and
effect that she can influence her son’s fate
retrospectively – or, in a terrible final reversal, that she is responsible for it. This bears
similarities to how Oedipus once fled from
his own fate – in vain.
Over a hundred years after Reinhardt’s
‘Oedipus at Colonus’ project – in which the
idea behind the Salzburg Festival was
already dormant – the festival now returns
back to its roots with Aeschylus, Euripides,
Kleist and David Grossman. e
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200 little stars
and a lot of
big names
The Salzburg Festival has a broad
programme for children and young
people. And its own children’s chorus.
Text: Daniela Tomasovsky, Translation: David Tushingham
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nal support has given the chorus stability. “Mrs Rabl-Stadler, the
President of the Salzburg Festival, and Carl Philip von Maldeghem,
the Artistic Director of the Salzburger Landestheater, have always
held a protective hand over us. In this way the chorus could evolve
and continue its development”, says Götz, who runs the chorus
together with his wife, the voice teacher Regina Sgier.

The joy of singing. At the Salzburg Festival the chorus traditionally
appears at the opening presenting a medley of its productions. A
large-scale opera is also included in this year’s programme: ‘Queen
of Spades’ by Tchaikovsky, sung in Russian. A challenge. “I have
hired a voice coach to help them with the Russian. The children
then copy my singing. Though there are several children in the chorus who speak Russian – and who laugh at me when I mispronounce anything“, Götz explains.
The main priority for this father of a grown-up son is that the children are able to enjoy rehearsing and singing: “We have 200 children between the ages of six and twenty. Once they have started

Foto: Salzburger Festspiele/Franz Neumayr

T

he Salzburg Festival’s chorus of children for theatre and
opera is regularly praised by the critics for voices that are
powerful, clear as a bell and even angelic. This year the
chorus celebrates a special anniversary – its tenth. It was
founded in 2008 so that the festival would have its own children’s
chorus for opera productions. Wolfgang Götz, an experienced conductor and theatremaker who had been Director of Studies at the
Salzburger Landestheater and worked with Sergiu Celibidache,
was entrusted with the job of setting up and running the chorus.
“In 2010 he merged the chorus with the Salzburger Landestheater’s
childrens’ chorus and that gave us an added impetus.” The advantage of this double role was that the chorus now worked on productions all year round and the children became accustomed to
the processes of making theatre and opera. It enabled them to
appear in a whole range of works: from church concerts and
orchestral concerts through classical opera productions to their
own projects such as the European premiere of ‘Kick It Like Beckham’ at the Salzburger Landestheater (on 4th May 2018). Institutio-

The Children’s Chorus regularly sings with
famous performers (here in ‘Wozzeck’, 2017).

elitist lines. Children join us from all areas of society. In their first
three months with the chorus it’s possible to see them make great
progress in their learning. And by being embedded in a professional environment – whether that is the Festival or the Landestheater
– they keep on growing.”
To the director of the chorus it is important that the chorus has a
bright mixture of new and experienced children. Götz knows how
every single child thinks – after all he sees “his” children several
times a week for years. That welds them together. “In Mahler Three
the children have to sit quietly on stage for an hour and a quarter
before it’s their turn. Not everyone can do that”, says Götz. And he
also takes family circumstances into account. “Our children come
from a wide catchment area – from Bad Goisern to Rosenheim in
Bavaria. Of course we try to bear that in mind when planning the
rehearsal schedule.” Enabling all “his” children to establish themselves in the music business is not what Wolfgang Götz is aiming
for. “I don’t know whether to be pleased or not when one of the
children tells me they are going to study music. Because it is a very
difficult career. It’s not necessary to commit yourself to a lifetime
working as a musician to be able to sing with us.” For Götz it is not
the applause after a performance that drives him on. “Of course
you’re pleased, but that’s only the 0.1 per cent at the end.” Why does
he devote the whole of his spare time to the chorus? “The emotional energy of the children and the enthusiasm that motivates them
are just incredible. And we also have a great team spirit among the
members of the chorus.”

The magical power of music. The Salzburg Festival has a range of
offers, even for children who do not want to appear on stage themselves. There is a new opera for children presented every year. This
year it is Mozart’s ‘Magic Flute’. Based on Mozart and Schikaneder,
Tomo Sugao and Aki Schmitt create a new production of ‘The
‘Magic Flut’e for children‘ aged 6 and above (premiere: 27th July,

“The emotional energy of the children
and the enthusiasm that motivates them
are just incredible.”
with us, children rarely give up – because they enjoy it and they
have made good friends.”
Of course there has to be structure and discipline too. “In the winter the Festspielhaus belongs to the children, we rehearse there
and sometimes they make a lot of noise. In the summer of course
that’s not possible, they have to be disciplined and fit in with the
overall rehearsal process. And they do that, as long as you make it
clear in plenty of time”, says Götz.
The chorus has already sung with many great soloists including
Anna Netrebko, Jonas Kaufmann and Piotr Beczala, and has appeared with conductors such as Riccardo Muti, Christian Thielemann,
Simon Rattle, Zubin Mehta, Gustavo Dudamel, John Eliot Gardiner
and Franz Welser-Möst and with orchestras and choirs including
the Vienna Philharmonic, Berlin Philharmonic, the Israel Philharmonic Orchestra, ORF Radio-Symphonieorchester Wien, Simón
Bolívar Symphony Orchestra of Venezuela, Monteverdi Choir and
others. However, Götz does not see the chorus as an elitist institution. “We have highly professional children but are not based on

with introductory workshops before every performance). The
young audience is invited to join Pamina and immerse themselves
in a fantastical world. The production’s musical director is the
young Lithuanian conductor Giedrė Šlekytė and the singers are
recruited from the participants in the Young Singers Project. This is
another special feature of Salzburg: with the Young Singers Project
the Salzburg Festival has created a platform to promote emerging
singers that can now already look back on ten years of success.
Young singers are selected through international auditions and
awarded scholarships that enable them to work together with festival artists. Emerging conductors have not been forgotten either:
the Nestlé and Salzburg Festival Young Conductors Award worth
€15,000 will be presented by an international jury for the ninth
time this year – in which there will be a special focus on the performance of contemporary works. The 2018 winner will be given the
opportunity to conduct a concert as part of the 2019 Salzburg Festival. Information about other offers for children and young people
can be found at www.salzburgerfestspiele.at/jugend. e
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Igor Levitinterprets Liszt’s daring late
work ‘Via crucis’.

The sound of
heartfelt passion
The Ouverture spirituelle is dedicated to the “Passion”: Encounters between human
suffering and burning passion, portrayed in music of five centuries – and a homage to
the fascinatingly unbending composer Galina Ustvolskaya.
Text: Walter Weidringer, Translation: Alexa Nieschlag
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Patricia Kopatchinskajamakes Galina
Ustvolskaya’s music glow.

I

do not care whether the Passion is considered traditional or
avant-garde. To me, it is simply real. And that is enough,” Krzysztof Penderecki said about his impressive ‘St. Luke Passion’.
First performed at St. Paul’s Cathedral in Münster in Westphalia
in 1966, the work might be called a crucible of music history – in it,
Penderecki uses all the means of the 20th century to lend the story
of Jesus Christ’s suffering contemporary credibility: twelve-tone
rows, clusters and sound layers, noises and micro-tonality combine
in his score in a gripping, emotional expressivity immediately
understood by the listener. Religious art at the height of its times –
and with important political overtones: the work marked a step in
the reconciliation between Poland and Germany, while also signifying improved relations between the Catholic Church and the Communist regime in Poland. Scores of singers from Cracow, hand-picked soloists and the Orchestre Symphonique de Montréal join
forces under Kent Nagano’s baton on July 20, throwing open the
gates to ten days full of suffering and passion during the 2018
Ouverture spirituelle.

häuser, the Festival’s Artistic Director, has been a champion of Ustvolskaya’s intimate yet blatant piano music for decades and will
once again perform all six of her Piano Sonatas in one evening – an
unforgettable experience for anyone fortunate enough ever to
have witnessed it. Patricia Kopatchinskaja will join him on the violin, and the Klangforum Wien under Ilan Volkov’s baton will dedicate itself to her works for larger ensembles: symphonies that seem
to encompass the entire sorrow of the world with sparse means
and within the briefest of spaces. This is also the connection with
Bernd Alois Zimmermann and his 1954 trumpet concerto ‘Nobody
knows de trouble I see’, in which he merged spirituals, jazz and
twelve-tone music in a condemnation of racial madness: Håkan
Hardenberger, the Vienna Philharmonic and Andris Nelsons perform it before their rendition of Mahler’s Symphony No. 2 with its
jubilant portrayal of resurrection, with which the Ouverture spirituelle also draws to a close – like one last echo of the overwhelming,
brilliant major key in which its opening, Penderecki’s ‘St. Luke Passion’, ended.

The unbending Ustvolskaya. Penderecki’s statement quoted
Sounds of Holy Week. Furthermore, at the Kollegienkirche, Ustvolabove might serve as maxim for the Ouverture’s entire programme:
skaya’s cosmos of sound is juxtaposed with sacred vocal music
transcending the demarcation lines of times and styles, it is fascinadating from the period around 1400, performed by the Orlando
ting to witness how works dovetail in a mutually illuminating proConsort as the soundtrack to Carl Theodor Dreyer’s silent movie
gramme. It exceeds and goes deeper than a mere mixture of admi‘La Passion de Jeanne d’Arc’, as well as the ‘Musikalische Exequien’,
red outstanding works, such as Johann Sebastian Bach’s Mass in
which Heinrich Schütz wrote for a funeral service, shot through
B-Minor, and rarities, such as Beethoven’s oratowith polyphony yet simple enough to move any
rio ‘Christus am Ölberge’ (Christ on the Mount of
heart – the latter led by Philippe Herreweghe.
Ustvolskaya’s music
Olives); here, they relate to each other in a manAt the Mozarteum, on the other hand, Ustvolner revealing forethought and particular emotioerupts with accusati- skaya’s music is confronted with Franz Liszt
nal intelligence. After all, what we consider Early
and his daring sacred music, for example his
ons against all the evil setting of the stations of the cross, ‘Via crucis’,
Music today was once shockingly modern – and
can sound shockingly modern again; on the
in which he forged ahead to the outer limits of
in the world – strict,
other hand, avant-garde means and methods
tonality. Igor Levit, the Bavarian Radio Chorus
have the power to appear timeless, even archaic.
relentless, with infinite and Howard Arman take us through these 14
Which brings us to the composer Galina Ustvolstations of suffering. Not only Good Friday, but
emphasis.
skaya, one of the most impressive personalities
all of Holy Week is encompassed in the ‘Offiof her profession: during the Ouverture spiricium Hebdomadae Sanctae’ by Tomás Luis de
tuelle, a series entitled “Time with Ustvolskaya” is dedicated to her,
Victoria, the most important renaissance composer in Spain: it is
concentrated on the dates of July 21 to 24. When the Russian died at
an anthology of 37 individual pieces intended for the ‘Tenebrae’
the age of 87 in 2006, she left behind a limited oeuvre of approximaservices on Palm Sunday, Maundy Thursday, Good Friday and Holy
tely two dozen authorized works, all together filling less than seven
Saturday. Exquisite vocal polyphony at the Kollegienkirche, spread
hours. All her other works she destroyed or branded with the icy
between two 9 pm performances and brought to spiritual life by La
comment “For money”: utility music which helped ameliorate the
Capella Reial de Catalunya and Hespèrion XXI under Jordi Savall.
dire financial straits she suffered under communism.
She kept her true oeuvre, however, free of external motivation,
Salome and rosaries. Further highlights are promised by compobeing determined that it would arise from inner necessity only. Her
sers such as Alessandro Stradella and Heinrich Ignaz Franz Biber.
works might not be “religious in the liturgical sense,” she declared,
Stradella’s oratorio ‘San Giovanni Battista’ was written for Palm
“but they are filled with a religious spirit” – a spirit which also
Sunday of the Holy Year of 1675: a baroque equivalent of Strauss’
seems inspired by an impressive capacity for resistance. Her music
‘Salome’ on the opera programme, rich with imaginative orchestral
is governed by extremes: by scarcity and reduction, by the confronsound and virtuoso demands of the singers. The Prophet will be
tation between unusual, divergent sound colours, by very soft and
sung by countertenor Christophe Dumaux, recently celebrated in
very loud dynamics and harsh clusters, all of them often notated
Salzburg for his performance alongside Cecilia Bartoli; Giulia
without the use of measure lines. This, and what the regime called
Semenzato successfully demands his head; Václav Luks conducts
Ustvolskaya’s “obstinacy,” her uncompromising approach to music
the ensemble Collegium 1704. Finally, Biber, a violin virtuoso and
and life alike, made her unpopular with the Soviets. Marginalized
“true Kapellmeister” at the court of Salzburg’s Prince-Archbishop,
in her homeland, it was logical that she would remain unknown in
is represented with five works from his famous cycle of ‘Rosenthe West as well for the longest time. Only after the fall of the Iron
kranzsonaten’ (Rosary Sonatas) for violin and continuo, in which
Curtain did word get out about this maverick and her tonal lanhe illustrates the various mysteries of prayer – a prime example of
guage full of massive, violent eruptions. Her works are full of accumusical symbolism at every level, deciphered by the violinist Isasations against all the evil in the world, arising from the soul’s
belle Faust, who combines them with Violin Sonatas by Bach. Suffedepths – strict, relentless, with infinite emphasis. Markus Hinterring and passion, simple and true: that is enough. e
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Listening to
shadows
“Time with Furrer” features dramas of
listening and thus of life: The composer
Beat Furrer is at the centre of the series,
and conducts as well.

Beat Furrerreceived the Ernst von Siemens
Music Prize for his “life in service to music”.
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Foto: David Furrer

Text: Walter Weidringer, Translation: Alexa Nieschlag

L

istening is remembering,“ says Beat Furrer: the inescapable
transience of music, the fact that every note produced by
man already bears within it the foreshadowing and certainty of its end, makes listening an activity involving
memory. Appropriately, Furrer has lately begun to withdraw to a
lonely forester’s lodge with only the sounds of nature in order to
compose: he needs the silence – paradoxical as that may seem – to
remember future sounds. Moreover, “every fading of a tone is a
drama in and of itself.” The wish to capture sounds – in other words,
a composer’s activity on paper – is reflected in the attempt by the
mythical singer Orpheus to liberate his beloved Eurydice from the
underworld and bring her back to her life with him. Thus, it seems
only consequent that Furrer has chosen this theme as the core of
one of his most impressive musical theatre works: ‘Begehren’
(Desire), premiered in 2001. The first word uttered in this work is
‘Schatten’ – shadow – and the sounds emanate from the shadows:
individual lines rise, murmuring, whispering, flickering. Two people identified only as “HE” and “SHE” strive to leave the underworld for the light of day. His glance back at her is the turning point
in a double sense: the tragic moment is frozen in several repetitions, suffered again and again, without any chance to change events.
However, that is only the beginning of a relationship drama in
which the two protagonists pass through various stations – stations
of remembrance and of searching, in pursuit of their lost partner
and also of themselves. How terrible it is that HE has been struck
dumb, unable to sing anymore! “Do you hear?” SHE asks in the last
of ten scenes: “every / moment / is a new / stone wall / of / separation.” The desire evoked in the work’s title seems to have no path
and no way out.

1989, he has caused ears to perk and antennae to quiver. This early
piece already contained much of what would keep fascinating Furrer: starting a work by assembling a text collage (in which he frequently collaborates) with references running the gamut from antiquity to the present; explorations of noise aspects in language,
vocalism and music; a love for the human voice and its unusual, but
virtuosic deployment; and the metamorphoses of sounds in general. Due to the sensibility of his music, he was long characterized as
a master of quiet sounds, yet Furrer takes the measure of much
larger circles in his works. It is no coincidence that myths, their
continuations and their understanding from today’s perspective,
play a central role here, for example in the case of his piece ‘Fama’,
explicitly described as ‘Hörtheater’ (“listening theatre”). “Theatre
stylizes, and opera is the most stylized medium of all. It began with
a myth and has gradually been liberated from that myth, but the
level of stylization remains. A singing person is not a speaking person,” Furrer emphasizes. However, he believes that singing can
express things that are impossible to say otherwise. “Perhaps that
is the secret mission of music, after all: what cannot be spoken
must be sung. Anyone claiming that opera is behind the times may
be judging its libretti, but certainly not the art form and the individual work as a whole – a whole consisting of movement, words and
sound. Fundamentally, the issue is the utopia of the total work of
art today.” The intriguing thing, Furrer adds, is “how narrative
forms change, develop or dissolve.”

Ear witnesses and books of the desert. Concerts too can be conceived as narrative forms in which musical characters and work forms
may encounter one another – beyond stylistic and historical boundaries, thereby creating new relations. At “Time with Furrer”, the sixvoice Requiem by Tomás Luis de Victoria and the often spiritually
New beginnings with Klangforum. ‘Begehren’, setting texts by
inspired music of Klaus Huber, a Swiss composer who died in October
Cesare Pavese, Günter Eich, Ovid and Virgil, is performed in a con2017 at the age of 93, enter into such new relations with Furrer’s
cert version on the first of four evenings inviting the Festival
sound world. Two of his works frame the four
audience to spend quality “Time with Furrer”
hundred-year-old Mass for the Dead sung by the
between July 30 and August 6. The fact that
Tallis Scholars: on the one hand the stand-alone
Klangforum Wien will perform, as a collective or
Scene No. 6 from his musical theatre piece ‘Invowith individual members, and that the composer
cation’ (2003), based on Marguerite Duras’ novel
conducts two of these concerts, takes us deep
‘Moderato cantabile’, in which the protagonist
into his biography. Born in Schaffhausen in Switbecomes ear witness to a murder – once again, liszerland in 1954, Beat Furrer moved to Vienna in
Beat Furrer
tening is at the heart of the matter! – written only
his early twenties to study conducting and comfor soprano and bass flute; on the other hand
position at what was then the Vienna Music Aca‘intorno al bianco’, a work in which a clarinet gradually frees itself
demy. Roman Haubenstock-Ramati was a particularly strong influfrom the shrouding sound of a string quartet. Franck Ollu and œnm
ence: both due to his “enormously analytic mind” and his ability to
juxtapose Huber’s work with two older pieces by Furrer, ‘Gaspra’ and
engage his students in enlightening conversations instead of for‘… cold and calm and moving’, both written around 1990. “I had
cing them to conform to supposedly correct methods or solutions.
almost forgotten these,” the composer confesses. “But as soon as I
The resulting path which Furrer chose himself developed into a
was back in touch with the music, I remembered myself and my state
royal road for Austria’s musical life, which was, in 1985, still lacking
of mind as I was working, and the things that moved me at the time.”
ensembles capable of performing new and newest works adequaOn the last evening, Isabel Karajan as narrator, the Neue Vokalsolisten
tely. The founding and leadership (until 1992) of what was ultimaStuttgart and the Klangforum, conducted by Furrer, crack open ‘Wüstely named Klangforum Wien is among Furrer’s most important
tenbuch’ (Book of the Desert), that by Ingeborg Bachmann and that
achievements as an organizer and conductor – in the meantime,
by Furrer. The latter oscillates between ancient Egyptian texts and
these achievements also include a fruitful professorship at the Graz
new ones by Händl Klaus and refers to Bachmann’s work as well: an
Music Academy/University. As a composer, ever since ‘Die Blinden’,
attempt to find oneself in no man’s land, after desire has ended. e
a musical theatre work commissioned by the Vienna State Opera in

˝What cannot be
spoken must
be sung.“
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In Salzburg, the Vienna Philharmonic explores the
grand symphonic repertoire, to its outermost
reaches. Text: Wilhelm Sinkovicz, Translation: Alexa Nieschlag

T

he concert series of the Vienna
Philharmonic at the 2018 Salzburg
Festival begins with an apocalyptic
vision: the Vienna Philharmonic’s
first concert programme simultaneously
forms the festive finale of the ‘Ouverture
spirituelle’, which explains the sacred connotation. Bernd Alois Zimmermann’s
Trumpet Concerto of 1954 is conducted by
Andris Nelsons and followed by Gustav
Mahler’s Symphony No. 2. The titles of
these two works reveal their inner connection: Zimmermann’s 14-minute concerto is
entitled ‘Nobody knows de trouble I see’.
Thus, the hymn to faith that is the ‘Resurrection Symphony’ is preceded by an adaptation of a well-known spiritual. Zimmermann’s Trumpet Concerto, performed by
Håkan Hardenberger, is a very concrete
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examination of the racist situation in the
USA at the time of its writing. A sacred song
of the Afro-American population runs
through his work like a cantus firmus, and
avant-garde tendencies of European music
in the wake of Arnold Schoenberg’s twelvetone method merge with the Afro-American jazz idiom.

Building bridges. Within a strictly organized musical form, several improvisational
interludes are heard; swinging passages
intensify into impressive pleas – the musical events in the finale of Mahler’s symphony might have been the model here, in
which mighty eruptions are followed by
deathly silence and only far-away birdsong
is heard before the salvation of the final
chorale begins, in triple piano: “Auferste-

hen wirst du…” – “Rise again, you will…”. The
opening work of the next Vienna Philharmonic programme, conducted by EsaPekka Salonen, formulates a notion of redemption that is diametrically opposed to
this: Richard Strauss’ tone poem ‘Also
sprach Zarathustra’ is a tonal celebration of
Friedrich Nietzsche’s philosophy of the
Übermensch, or superman, in which,
however, a bacchanalian dance song is followed by a ‘Nachtwandlerlied’ (Song of the
Night Wanderer) that fades into Nirvana –
at the end of the work, utopian vision and
earthly passions have not been reconciled.
Luciano Berio’s ‘Folk Songs’, performed
after the intermission with Marianne Crebassa as the soloist, lead to Béla Bartók’s
ballet music for ‘The Miraculous Mandarin’
– and from this perspective, the programmatic vantage-point of the concert becomes
apparent. For Bartók, the study of the folk
music of his homeland was preceded by his
exploration of Richard Strauss’ sound
world, especially the radiant inebriation of
the ‘Zarathustra’ score. With the murderous tale of the ‘Mandarin’, the programmatic line of the Festival concerts reaches

Fotos: Salzburger Festspiele/Anne Zeuner

Scaling heights,
transcending borders

the towers and riders bursting from the
city gates – we meet them again in the
Scherzo (which was, incidentally, composed later than the rest of the symphony),
interrupting their breathless chase with a
picnic…

 e Vienna Philharmonic appeals to
Th
emotions and intellect in Salzburg.

the secular opposite of their spiritual
beginning – only to revert o the loftiest
sacred heights with Franz Schubert’s last
great setting of the mass, under the baton
of Riccardo Muti. The Mass in E-flat-major
is one of the most monumental, profound
choral works of the romantic era – it seems
to breathe the same spirit of utter sublimation which, apart from Schubert, only
Anton Bruckner managed to attain.

Antipodes. Herbert Blomstedt confronts
Bruckner’s Symphony No. 4 with Jean Sibelius’ Symphony No. 4 in the fourth concert
programme of the Vienna Philharmonic
this summer. It is a clash of diametrically
opposed implementations of the symphonic idea – even the key signatures of the
two works are as far apart as they can be
within the circle of fifths: Bruckner’s
“Romantic” Symphony, named thus by the
composer himself, is in E-flat-major, while
the Finnish master’s Fourth is written in
A-minor. He completed it in 1911, consciously taking a stand against all the stylistic
trends of his time. The Fourth is the most
mysterious of his seven symphonies,

The Vienna Philharmonic
begins the 2018
Festival spiritually,
then offers secular
contrast.
angrily condemned by the analytical precursors of European modernism, most of
all by Theodor W. Adorno, and it has remained a great unknown to listeners in German-language regions. To place its dissolving forms and daring, sweeping musical
arches next to Bruckner’s attempt to mine
the classical symphonic form for one last
solution, albeit one stretched to gigantic
dimensions – that is one of the most noble
tasks of a festival. The juxtaposition
appeals not only to the audience’s emotions, but also its intellect: it is not only
Bruckner’s “programme” that invites the
imagination to run riot, evoking the image
of a medieval city awakening at the beginning of the symphony, with horn calls from

“Musica impura”. Starting in the mid-19th
century, the music world was embroiled in
embittered discussions about whether
such graphic “summaries” of the content of
works, such as they are found frequently in
the Vienna Philharmonic’s 2018 concert
programmes in Salzburg, from Mahler via
Strauss to Bartók, were admissible in symphonic music or not.
To a master of the 20th century such as
Hans Werner Henze, it was clear that music
“which means only itself ” could have little
meaning. Henze championed “musica
impura” and was never afraid to bring dramatic, fairy-tale-like, political connotations
into the concert hall. He composed his
Piano Concerto No. 3 in preparation for a
ballet project for John Cranko, who wanted
to illuminate the myth of Tristan anew with
Henze’s music.
The ballet project was never realized, but
what remained of the project is one of the
most fascinating concert works of recent
music history: ‘Tristan’, bearing the subtitle
‘Préludes for Piano, Pre-Recorded Tapes
and Orchestra’. Taking the epos by Gottfried of Strasbourg as its point of departure, the work illustrates many a programmatic idea, including the fundamental
dispute between adherents of Anton
Bruckner and those of his antipode Johannes Brahms: Wagner’s ‘Tristan’ hovers
above it all, illuminating Henze’s score in
the same way as the medieval ‘Lamento di
Tristano’; quotations of Brahms’ apparently “pure” Symphony No. 1 shimmer
through “like the enemy”, irritating and
literally “driven out” by crazy piano improvisations. The latter will be played by Igor
Levit, who appears several times during
this Festival summer.
After the intermission of this last Vienna
Philharmonic programme of this season,
Franz Welser-Möst conducts excerpts from
‘Die Götterdämmerung’ by Richard Wagner. And of course, this too bears a relation
to this year’s Festival programme and to
the first work of this matinee: ‘Die Götterdämmerung’ by the master composer of
‘Tristan’ was the opera which Hans Werner
Henze had to attend in Vienna, following
gentle pressure from his ingenious librettist W. H. Auden, before he began setting
his tragedy of antiquity, ‘The Bassarids’, to
music – this year, it is revived in the Festival’s opera programme… e
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Building
symphonic bridges
On the Festival’s concert podium,
the world’s leading orchestras and
conductors meet.
Text: Wilhelm Sinkovicz, Translation: Alexa Nieschlag

E

ncounters – this serves as a motto for an overview of
orchestral guest appearances at the 2018 Salzburg Festival.
Encounters, and retrospectives too: it has been 59 years
since Leonard Bernstein celebrated his debut in summery
Salzburg. At the time, Bernstein was undertaking his first grand
tour with the New York Philharmonic, whose leadership the young
maestro had taken over two years before from Dimitri Mitropoulos,
another important Festival artist. The tour took the American
musicians to Western Europe, but also to the former Soviet Union.
In Moscow, the New Yorkers played Dmitri Shostakovich’s Symphony No. 5 – in the presence of the composer, one of the highlights
in Bernstein’s life as a conductor.
For the audience of the Salzburg Festival, this work, which was performed during the debut concert on August 16, 1959 at the old Festspielhaus, was truly contemporary music. The entire programme
was dedicated to New Music, the opening ‘Second Essay for Orchestra’ by Samuel Barber being followed by Bernstein’s Symphony No.
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2, ‘The Age of Anxiety’. This symphony, really a piano concerto in
disguise, had been written in 1947, based on the literary model of
W. H. Auden’s poem of the same title. Thus, when the London Symphony Orchestra performs on August 20 under the baton of its new
chief conductor, Sir Simon Rattle, combining this Bernstein symphony with Antonín Dvořák’s ‘Slavic Dances’ and Leoš Janáček’s
‘Sinfonietta’ (with Krystian Zimerman taking the piano part in ‘The
Age of Anxiety’, played by Bernstein himself during the world premiere), there are astounding cross-references. On the one hand, we
are celebrating Bernstein’s 100th birthday; on the other, Auden is
also the librettist of Hans Werner Henze’s ‘The Bassarids’, an opera
set in antiquity which was first performed in Salzburg in 1966 and
is one of the focal points of the Salzburg opera programme this
summer.

The dictator, erased. The summer will also witness another symphony by Shostakovich, who has long become a classic of the reper-

Fotos: Salzburger Festspiele/Marco Borrelli; Marco Borggreve; RanaldMackechnie

Daniel Barenboimconducts his WestEastern Divan Orchestra in Salzburg.

toire: the ORF Radio Symphony Orchestra performs under Kerem
Hasan, the most recent winner of the Nestlé and Salzburg Festival
Young Conductors Award, offering Symphony No. 10. This work
was written after the death of the dictator Stalin, in which the composer gave free rein to his hatred of the oppressor in the raging
Scherzo: the resounding initials D-Es-C-H [‘Es’ being the German
transcription of the note E-flat], standing for the composer’s name,
wins the symphonic struggle – enabling the composition, which
has a somewhat pastose beginning with Shostakovich’s customary
epic sweep, to find a relatively “cheerful” finale. Performed by another guest orchestra and choirs from Cracow and Warsaw, a further
work of the recent past opens the ‘Ouverture spirituelle’: in the spirit of revisiting works which made waves during the past half-century, the Festival opens this years with Krzysztof Penderecki’s ‘St.
Luke Passion’, which marked the beginning of a courageous rejection of fanatically held avant-garde doctrines of the past. Kent
Nagano conducts his own Orchestre Symphonique de Montréal on
July 20.

Looking for Palestine. An all-new symphonic work for soprano and
orchestra is due to receive its world premiere when Daniel Barenboim leads the West-Eastern Divan Orchestra on August 16: ‘Looking for Palestine’ was written by the British composer David
Robert Coleman (b. 1969), setting the memories of Najla Said to
music. Najla Said is the daughter of Edward Said, who founded the
orchestra uniting young Israeli and Palestinian musicians in 1999
together with Barenboim. Ever since, this orchestra has been
returning for regular guest appearances to the Festival – representing the idea of “encounters” in its noblest form; these people peacefully making music together do in fact hail from “both sides of
the front” which, alas, must still be called a front. Between these
artists, music has built bridges even at times of highest tension.
Even when the armed struggles at home were at their most embittered, they have found a common voice on the concert stages of the
world. Including the Salzburg Festspielhaus, where the new piece
about Palestine will be complemented by Bruckner’s unfinished
Symphony No. 9, the Brahms Violin Concerto with Lisa Batiashvili,
Claude Debussy’s ‘La Mer’ and the thundering ‘Poème de l’extase’
by Alexander Scriabin.
And speaking of encounters: the Gustav Mahler Jugendorchester,
that great European youth orchestra founded against all odds and
including musicians from both sides of the so-called “Iron Curtain”,
performs at the Felsenreitschule on August 24 under the baton of
shooting star Lorenzo Viotti: Gautier Capuçon is the soloist in
Dvořák’s Cello Concerto; the rest of the programme includes Anton
von Webern’s early study ‘Im Sommerwind’ with its late-romantic
sound flares and Igor Stravinsky’s chthonic, raging ballet music ‘Le
Sacre du printemps’. Further “encounters” enrich the orchestral
Festival programme. The outgoing and incoming chief conductors
of the Berlin Philharmonic celebrate a kind of imaginary “passing
of the baton”. While Simon Rattle brings his new orchestra from
London to conduct the work he has often used as a calling card
throughout his career, Gustav Mahler’s Symphony No. 9, the Berlin
Philharmonic performs its regular concerts at the end of the festival with Rattle’s successor, Kirill Petrenko.
With his first of the two programmes, Petrenko doffs his hat to one
of his predecessors in Berlin, Salzburg’s 20th-century resident

Sir Simon Rattle and Kirill Petrenko, the current and the future chief conductor of the
Berlin Philharmonic, conduct in Salzburg.

Sir Simon Rattlebrings the London
Symphony Orchestra to the Festival.

Kerem Hasanleads the ORF Radio
Symphony Orchestra Vienna in Salzburg.

genius, Herbert von Karajan, by juxtaposing two tone poems by
Richard Strauss with Ludwig van Beethoven’s Symphony No. 7.
While this programme could have been lifted in its entirety from
the Karajan era, the following evening, August 27, goes beyond
Karajan’s programmatic world in all its componnts: Paul Dukas’
tone poem ‘La Péri’ and Sergei Prokofiev’s Piano Concerto No. 2
(with Yuja Wang) are followed by Franz Schmidt’s Symphony No. 4.
This 45-minute work of farewell, arching around a gigantic funeral
march, may rightfully be considered an answer to the symphonic
farewell atmosphere Mahler conjures in his Ninth. In its mastery of
classical form and expressive sonority, Schmidt’s Fourth might be
the last rearing of late romanticism. It is not the first time Petrenko
has chosen it for his “introduction” – he also conducted this Symphony No. 4 in Vienna when he made his debut with the Radio
Symphony Orchestra, soon after graduating from Vienna’s University of Music. Even then, the audience was entranced and wildly
enthusiastic about this work and its rendition… e
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The soul,
beyond costumes
and masks
Song recitals and concert performances of operas enrich,
complement and intensify this summer’s Festival programme.
Text: Walter Weidringer, Translation: Alexa Nieschlag
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Plácido Domingosings the role of Zurga in
Georges Bizet’s ‘Les Pêcheurs de perles’.

Fotos: Salzburger Feststpiele/Julia Wesely, Rolex/Pedro Walter/Benoît Peverelli

Jonas Kaufmannreturns to the Großes
Festspielhaus for a song recital.

I

or maybe because of their subtlety. Striking that balance is definitely a challenge.” Together with Carrie-Ann Matheson at the piano,
the tenor brings songs from the Old and the New World into the
spotlight: songs in which composers from Spain, Mexico, Argentina
and Brazil drew upon the folk music of their time and region in
many different ways, making it resound and thus opening doors to
concert halls, where it was previously unheard. Anyone who has
witnessed Villazón perform this repertoire knows the vibrant passion and infectious joy he brings to its performance.
The other artist to pursue the same subject is bass-baritone Florian
Boesch – whose singing does not shy away from looking into the
abyss of the soul. The theme here is restlessness, people without
abode, even the “transcendental homelessness” of the modern
Fairy-tales and sorrow. Matthias Goerne is such an artist whose
individual – as the philosopher Georg Lukacs called it in ‘The
singing makes us feel the unspeakable. Last summer, he was an
Theory of the Novel’ of 1916. Franz Schubert was the point of deparacclaimed Wozzeck in Salzburg, appearing this year as Sarastro;
ture and role model for two composers of the 19th and 20th centuincidentally, he has now arrived at the point of singing Wotan in
ries: the restless, agitated, lovesick protagonist of Gustav Mahler’s
Wagner’s ‘Ring des Nibelungen’, yet he has always remained one of
‘Lieder eines fahrenden Gesellen’ is juxtaposed
the leading song recitalists of our times. His
by Boesch and Malcolm Martineau at the piano
characteristically mellow and dark-timbred
with Ernst Krenek’s ‘Reisebuch aus den österbaritone, rich in modulations, is once again
reichischen Alpen’ of 1929, written shortly after
dedicated to Schumann – accompanied by one
his successful opera ‘Jonny spielt auf ’ (which
of his preferred piano partners, Markus Hinterwas suppressed by the Nazis). A real-life hiking
häuser. Under such circumstances, rehearsals
tour, a “pilgrimage to the sacred sites of Ausare “less about singing and playing and more
trian landscape and history,” as Krenek himself
about getting onto the same wavelength, thindescribed it, transformed the city-dweller: “I
king about text and music, re-reading them,”
believe it was the only time in my life that a
Goerne declares.
Rolando Villazón
work was inspired so obviously and directly by
The above-mentioned Eichendorff Song Cycle
true experience.”
Op. 39 is the popular centrepiece: the incompaAfter his return home, it took him twenty days
rable lyricism of Mondnacht, the almost cheery
to write text and music for twenty songs – somesetting of the gruesome tale of the witch Loretimes composing two per day. Musically, the
ley in ‘Waldesgespräch’, the mysterious weacycle, which stands as one of the greatest achieving of sounds in ‘Zwielicht’, the infatuated outvement in this genre of the 20th century,
pouring of a beating heart in the final ‘Frühbecame a “return to Schubert” and a reinvenlingsnacht’ – all that and more amounts to a
tion of tonality, as Krenek stated himself: “I was
kaleidoscope of romantic emotions. The two
literally inebriated, playing these unique, timeartists bookend this with wonderfully expresless wonders of musical literature over and
sive music from Schumann’s realm of shadows:
over. Neither before nor after did I ever manage
‘Gesänge des Harfners’ from Goethe’s ‘Wilhelm
to recreate Schubert’s compositional method
Meister’, the melancholy and hopelessness of
so perfectly anew, without applying the monNikolaus Lenau and not least the poems of
tage technique of surrealism, at least not on
Queen Mary Stuart set in Opus 135. Schumann
purpose, but in all earnestness and therefore
may never have written anything more laconic
without actually sacrificing my own originality.”
and radical than this last of his song cycles.
At the same time, this “travelogue” is a fascinating piece of contemporary history from AustHomelands, in word and sound. Hard as it is to
ria, which was a young state at the time whose
grasp, two very different artists have decided Florian Boeschexplores the songs worlds
viability many had doubted when it began as
to explore the subject of homeland. First of all, of Schubert, Mahler and Ernst Krenek.
the remains of the Danube monarchy, and
Rolando Villazón – a singer who can never hide
which was to fall prey to fascism only a few years later. In 1938, Krehis soul when he sings, yet keeps viewing and exercising his profesnek lost his homeland and fled the Nazis, escaping to the USA …
sion from many different angles: as a singer, operatic stage director
and, starting in 2019, as artistic director of Salzburg’s Mozart Week.
“Compared to opera, art song resembles an implosion, not an
Arias, duets, string quartets. This summer’s song recitals also proexplosion like opera,” Villazón describes the difference between
mise special flair where they diverge from the classic combination
the genres. “In opera, we grasp the heart of the piece and project it
of voice and piano – or turn to opera altogether. Pomp and sensibito the outside – into the open, if you will. Songs have an inward
lity, sumptuous verve and melancholy contemplation reign, for
dynamic – but one that demands the same energy as opera, despite,
example, when the Ensemble Artaserse dedicates itself to George
t is indeed possible that in the beginning was the word. But how
much more deeply do words resound in us if they are sung? And
how much more eloquent is music that conveys a text? When
Joseph von Eichendorff heard some of his poems in Robert Schumann’s settings in Vienna in 1847, he confessed to Schumann’s wife
Clara that only her husband had “given life to these songs”. What,
then, do the performers of songs add to the living connection of
word and tone – a sensitive person at the piano and a singing voice
lending sound to such intimacy? Ideally, we may call that special
ingredient soul – and, viewed from another perspective, nothing
brings us closer to this artistic soul than a song recital.

“Art song
resembles an
implosion, not an
explosion
like opera.”
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Liederbuch’, which begins with the apparently simple verses:
Frideric Handel, joined by two stars of baroque music whose clear,
“Even little things may delight us, / Even little things may be precienchanting tones are particularly well-suited to this music: Phious.” It is true – and might describe art song in general as much as
lippe Jaroussky and Emöke Baráth. The French countertenor has
Hugo Wolf ’s oeuvre specifically. Amorous Italian folk songs, enhanperformed several times in Salzburg since his 2009 debut, winning
ced by Paul Heyse’s free adaptations of the original lyrics into Geraccolades in 2012 when he appeared side by side with Cecilia Barman, address the highest of feelings from all possible angles, rantoli in Handel’s ‘Giulio Cesare in Egitto’ and most recently offering
ging from carefree sweet nothings to erotically charged confrontathe enchanting orchestral song cycle ‘Sonnets de Louise Labé’ by
tions. The passionate Wagnerian Wolf compressed the entire
the composer Marc-André Dalbavie (b. 1961) at the 2014 Festival.
expressive power of musical drama into these ravishing miniatuThe young Hungarian soprano Emöke Baráth enjoys an outstanres, which are filled with coquettish allure, impetuous wooing and
ding international reputation, which she will now prove at her Fescunning seduction, complete with cold shoulders and open arms.
tival debut. In baroque opera, which is usually fixated on spectacuThis requires a talent for comedy and vocal finesse at the same
lar individual achievements in the arias, duets tend to be rare. Hantime – and both singers have plenty of that, as they join Helmut
del, however, had a particular talent for turning dialogues into
Deutsch around the grand piano at the Großes Festspielhaus, an
especially impressive numbers; his dramaturgical genius also allaccompanist who is by no means invisiowed him to place them at exactly the
ble, but highly present as a fellow musiright turns in the action. To Jaroussky,
cian. “Tenorissimo” Jonas Kaufmann
Handel is simply “the best! His harmoreturns to Salzburg for Hugo Wolf ’s ingenies are much richer than those of all
nious portrayal of love’s tribulations,
the opera composers of his time; there is
three years after his last operatic appeareal dialogue between voice and orchesPhilippe Jaroussky
rance here as Florestan in Beethoven’s
tra. And I find it very touching that I can
‘Fidelio’ and nine years after his last song
occasionally sense the profound admirecital. Thus, it is high time – and the
ration he felt for certain singers. I also
same goes for Diana Damrau, the unprelike his many contradictions. Handel
tentious master of bel canto coloratura
was known as a difficult character, was
and the lyrical fach: after no less than sixconsidered choleric, but his music is
teen breathtaking appearances at the Fesvery sensitive, sensual, sweet.” That will
tival as the vindictive Queen of the Night
certainly be audible on this evening:
in two different productions of ‘Die Zausoloistic and shared excerpts from
berflöte’ as well as her Susanna in
‘Rodelinda’, ‘Ariodante’, ‘Rinaldo’ and of
Mozart’s ‘Figaro’ in 2007, she has only
course ‘Giulio Cesare’ form a bouquet of
been back for two concerts, the last one
baroque blossoms.
four years ago. This double return also
marks a shared Salzburg anniversary of
Tailored to a perfect fit. Like Handel in Matthias Goernedelves into the romantic stirrings of
sorts: In 2003, 15 years ago, Damrau and
the olden days, in the 20th and 21st cen- Robert Schumann’s soul.
Kaufmann shared the stage for the first
tury Aribert Reimann, now 82 years old,
time in Stefan Herheim’s production of ‘Die Entführung aus dem
wrote highly demanding vocal parts for the leading voices of his
Serail’ at the Kleines Festspielhaus.
time: during the past summer, his ‘Lear’ was one of the greatest success stories of the Festival. The composer’s technique benefited
from his many years as accompanist for such vocalists as Dietrich
Beyond costumes and masks. “If the viewer of a puzzle has to ask
Fischer-Dieskau and Brigitte Fassbaender. He also arranged the
himself what it means, he misses part of the music. That may be
piano part of Schubert’s ‘Mignon’ for string quartet, doing the same
pleasant for him, but it is undesirable to me.” A large part of any
for eight songs and a fragment by Mendelssohn and writing conopera audience will be able to identify with these lines – and would
necting interludes as well.
probably be surprised to hear who uttered them. But more on that
Christiane Karg, Salzburg’s new Pamina, and the Quatuor Modiglater. The issue of the joys and sorrows of more or less modern proliani render these songs in their sensitive new guises with a noble
ductions produces more heated discussion than any other operasoprano and nuanced musical brushwork. “As a song composer,
related question: the old struggle between the dominance of word
Mendelssohn is vastly underrated to this day,” says Karg, one of the
or music has long been refashioned into the question of eye over
most sought-after lyrical sopranos of our times – and praises Reiear, and the answers range from harmony to antagonism – but then
mann’s interpretation of the songs as one cohesive song cycle: “In
again, both consonance and dissonance are required to make
his arrangements, he manages to leave the original composition at
music…
the core, yet to increase its value at the same time: his interludes,
Concert performances of operas enrich the Festival programme
these connecting intermezzos, give us a completely different listenonce again this summer: after all, music is the essence of this partiing experience. I often have the feeling that contemporary music
cular art form. Especially when it blossoms so enchantingly as that
cleans our ears and awakens our spirit to familiar sounds, allowing
of George Bizet, for example – and not just in ‘Carmen’ either. In
us to value their beauty even more.” The cycle is followed immedia‘Les Pêcheurs de perles’, set in Ceylon, the temple priestess Leïla
tely by Tchaikovsky’s fascinating String Quartet No. 3, which resemfinds herself torn between two men who love her, whose mutual
bles a requiem: no doubt, these are profound emotions, in words
friendship had made them vow to live without her: the hunter
and in notes. Nor are these missing from Hugo Wolf ’s ‘Italienisches
Nadir and the pearl fisher Zurga. Bizet, who had a genius for wri46
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“I sense the admiration
Handel felt for singers.”

Aida Garifullinastands between two men
as Bizet’s temple priestess Leïla.

Rolando Villazóntakes us into the world of
Spanish and Latin American art song.

Next to Henze’s ‘The Bassarids’, ‘Der Prozess’ is the second
fascinating reencounter with a work premiered
at the Salzburg Festival.
ting melodies, endowed the story with several immortal cantilenas
which flatter the ear like sweet drugs: the ‘Friendship Duet’ and the
ethereal tenor romance are among the opera world’s greatest hits,
even if the entire opera – which Bizet wrote at the age of only 25,
producing a flop that came down to posterity only as a reduced
conductor’s score – was long considered a rarity. In Salzburg, Riccardo Minasi conducts the Mozarteum Orchestra Salzburg and a
glamorous cast in two performances, giving the work new life: Aida
Garifullina’s soprano with its ebony glimmer, Javier Camarena’s
tenor, a proven bel canto voice, and the grand seigneur Plácido
Domingo in a baritone role.

Unreal, imaginary. Change of scene: from exoticism to existentialism. With a star-studded cast and Karl Böhm on the conductor’s
podium, in 1953 the Salzburg Festival introduced a novelty that
captured the spirit of the age: Gottfried von Einem’s opera ‘Der Prozess’, based on Franz Kafka’s novel. The director Oscar Fritz Schuh
noted at the time that it was “our age of anxiety” which drove “art
lovers back into the arms of the past, time and again” – and von
Einem elaborated: “The fear of the epoch has its roots in lovelessness.” One hundred years after von Einem’s birth, this diagnosis is
as valid as it was then. The fear of Josef K., who is unaware of any
misdeed, yet is caught up in the grinding mills of an inexorable

judiciary, trembles through the nine scenes of this modern stations
of the cross. The “unreal, or better yet: the imaginary nature of the
tale,” as von Einem described it, is expressed by declamatory vocal
lines rendering an eclectic, occasionally ironically distant music in
which ostinatos and big band sounds mix with associations of Stravinsky, Schoenberg or even Puccini.
Alongside Kafka’s razor-sharp purism, is this musical “potpourrism,” as one reviewer suspected – or the precursor of the stylistic
mixtures of post-modernism? One thing is certain: next to Henze’s
‘The Bassarids’, ‘Der Prozess’ is the second fascinating reencounter
with a work premiered at the Salzburg Festival in the course of its
history. The tenor Michael Laurenz, equally celebrated in the lyrical and the character fach, takes on the role of Josef K., thereby
stepping into the footsteps of Max Lorenz. He is flanked by a handselected cast; von Einem’s former student HK Gruber conducts the
ORF Radio Symphony Orchestra Vienna. Will the musical images of
‘Der Prozess’ will give us new puzzles to solve today? The quotation
above is by none other than Arnold Schoenberg. In his correspondence with Kandinsky, however, we also read: “It is important that
our creation of such puzzles mirror the puzzles by which we are
surrounded, so that our soul may endeavour – not to solve them –
but to decipher them.” Ultimately, that is what music also demands
of us. Even without costumes and masks. e
Kultur spezial
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Khatia Buniatishvilicombines Brahms with
arrangements by famous pianists.

Keys to
enchantment

Daniil Trifonovpresents himself in Salzburg
as a soloist and chamber musician.

A summer parade of virtuosos: ten out of eleven solo appearances at the Salzburg
Festival are performed by pianists this year.
Text: Walter Dobner, Translation: Alexa Nieschlag
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Yuja Wangperforms with the “Berlin Phil”
and Martin Grubinger’s quartet.

H

ereabouts, the piano remains the most popular of instruments: had this fact required proof, the Salzburg Festival’s
programming of solo recitals would deliver it. Ten of eleven concerts – the eleventh being the Canadian cellist
Jean-Guihen Queyras performing Bach’s six Solo Sonatas for cello –
involve pianists. And, as befits a festival of this renown and size,
these pianists are not any instrumentalists, but a selection of the
best of their generation. The pianistic offerings range from the
grand masters Pollini and Barenboim, both born in 1942, to Khatia
Buniatishvili and Igor Levit, both born in 1987, and Daniil Trifonov,
whose birth date in 1991 makes him the youngest of these internationally celebrated keyboard lions. The programmes presented by
these pianists as soloists, recitalists and chamber musicians are
appropriately colourful and diverse.
Yuja Wang, who was born in Beijing in 1987, educated there and at
the famous Curtis Institute of Music in Philadelphia and now lives
in New York, showcases two of her talents this summer. Together
with the Berlin Philharmonic, which performs for the first time on
the banks of the River Salzach under its new chief conductor Kirill
Petrenko, she will play Prokofiev’s Piano Concerto No. 3 – the same
work with which Claudio Abbado once introduced her to the music
world in Lucerne. Furthermore, her participation in a chamber
concert with Martin Grubinger’s percussion quartet, performing
works by Bartók and Stravinsky, continues a collaboration which
has been ongoing and widely celebrated for several years.

ments equal status. Previously, in works by Haydn, but also Mozart,
the piano was the dominant partner, the cello little more than
accompaniment. On two consecutive evenings, Daniel Barenboim
at the piano, his son Michael on the violin and the latest shooting
star of the cello, Kian Soltani – who recently won the Credit Suisse
Young Artist Award and hails from Vorarlberg – will perform Beethoven’s complete Piano Trios. Meanwhile, the Italian doyen Maurizio Pollini, who shares Barenboim’s year of birth, juxtaposes Schumann’s ‘Concert sans orchestre’ in F-minor with late Brahms and a
selection of Chopin works during his solo recital.
How do Schumann’s ‘Kinderszenen’ go with a piece by the Catalan
composer and pianist Federico Mompou, which is hardly ever
heard in Central Europe, as well as Schubert’s last sonata, the
Sonata in B-flat-major D 960? That is what Arcadi Volodos from St.
Petersburg has decided to demonstrate. Incidentally, he was the
student of a great Schubert connoisseur: Dmitri Bashkirov, Daniel
Barenboim’s father-in-law. And why not combine Schumann’s
Piano Sonata No. 3 with Scriabin’s Sonata No. 4, Chopin nocturnes
and – after all, it is a Debussy anniversary year – selected Debussy
preludes? This will be accomplished by Evgeny Kissin’s solo recital.

Demanding challenges. “Only” three Haydn sonatas and the Schubert Impromptus D 935? One would have to be very naive to think
that that is everything the great Grigory Sokolov, born in Leningrad
in 1950, will offer during his performance at Salzburg’s Großes
Festspielhaus. It is a safe bet that this carefully considered sequence
of works will be followed by six encores. That is how it has been
during the past years – in every concert hall he has performed at.
Nor is this the end of the summer’s parade of pianists. Sir András
Schiff presents his view of Bach’s ‘Wohltemperiertes Klavier’,
which never ceases to amaze, on two evenings
as part of the soloist recitals. Sir Simon Rattle,
appearing at the Festival for the first time with
his new orchestra, the London Symphony
Orchestra, has invited none lesser than Krystian
Zimerman, often called the aristocrat among
today’s pianists, to tackle the demanding piano
part in Leonard Bernstein’s Symphony No. 2. It
would be difficult to conceive of a more prominent commemoration of Bernstein’s 100th
birthday. Meanwhile, Markus Hinterhäuser, the
Festival’s Artistic Director, also dedicates himself to special pianistic challenges, for example the Galina Ustvolskaya retrospective, which also features the Klangforum Wien and
its pianist Mario Formenti. Hinterhäuser performs Ustvolskaya’s
six Piano Sonatas and the Sonata and Duet for violin and piano
with the violinist Patricia Kopatchinskaja. He also accompanies
Matthias Goerne in a Schumann song recital. With Helmut Deutsch,
who assists Jonas Kaufmann and Diana Damrau at the piano, and
Malcolm Martineau, whom Florian Boesch has invited for his Schubert-Mahler-Krenek programme, the Festival boasts even more
prominent pianists on its roster.
And Mozart? The last of the Mozart Matinees features Alexis Weissenberg, born in Locarno in 1983 – and Alfred Brendel’s student
Francesco Piemontesi. He has made a name for himself mainly
with two composers: Debussy and Mozart – one of them the year’s
main anniversary, the other Salzburg’s resident genius. Thus is specialization richly rewarded. e

Extraordinary constellations. The fact that an extraordinary talent
can benefit greatly from being continuously pointed out by a
respected reviewer – in this case, Eleonore Büning, who represented the ‘Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung’ for a long time and now
writes for the ‘Neue Zürcher Zeitung’ – is
demonstrated by the Russian pianist Igor Levit,
A selection of the
who has long outgrown the status of being a secret tip. It was only a question of time before he
world‘s best
appeared with the Vienna Philharmonic, and
pianists performs in
this happens this Festival summer in a programme conducted by Franz Welser-Möst and
Salzburg.
featuring Henze’s ‘Tristan Préludes’ for piano,
pre-recorded tapes and orchestra. As part of the
As befits a festival of
soloist recitals, he performs Beethoven’s ‘Hamthis rank.
merklavier Sonata’, a Wagner transcription by
Liszt and a Liszt arrangement by Busoni. Levit
also takes on the piano part in Liszt’s ‘Via crucis’ in a concert of the
Bavarian Radio Chorus under Howard Arman.
Arrangements also intrigue the Georgian pianist Khatia Buniatishvili. In addition to Brahms’ Sonata in F-minor, her programme also
confronts the listener with Horowitz’ breathtaking transcription of
Liszt’s ‘Hungarian Rhapsody No. 2’ and Tchaikovski’s ‘Nutcracker’
Suite in the hardly less challenging piano arrangement by her pianist colleague Michael Pletnov.
All good things come in threes… Daniil Trifonov offers a programme he has already recorded, featuring works by different
composers which all relate to Chopin; he also joins the French violin virtuoso Renaud Capuçon and the excellent cellist Clemens
Hagen from Salzburg in a trio, performing piano trios by Debussy
and Tchaikovski. And speaking of piano trios: it was Beethoven
who brought this genre to its true flowering, according the instru-
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